RIFLE PARTS
REMINGTON 700 RECEIVERS
Build your custom rifle on an action
you can trust. These are current-production Long and Short 700 actions
that meet the latest Remington
factory specifications and quality
standards. Each comes drilled and
tapped for scope bases, and ready to
accept custom barrel, bottom metal,
and other components. Includes
Remington’s adjustable X-Mark Pro™ Trigger for outstanding trigger pull. Remington’s famously
smooth-cycling bolt assembly has two front bolt lugs for tight lockup and reliable pressure retention. The recessed bolt face encloses the cartridge head in three rings of steel for exceptional
strength and precise alignment. The rivetless, circlip-type extractor and heavy-duty, spring-loaded, plunger ejector clear the chamber quickly and reliably. Two-position thumb safety engages
quietly and allows unloading in the “safe” position. Available in carbon steel with blued finish
(CS) or stainless steel with natural finish (SS). 11/16"-16 tpi barrel threads. Bolt not equipped with
Integrated Security System (ISS). Does not include receiver plug screws, recoil lug, triggerguard,
triggerguard screws, or magazine components. FFL required for purchase.

PRECISION ARMAMENT AR-308 M11 SEVERE-DUTY
MUZZLE BRAKE
Heavy-duty AR-308 muzzle brake machined from solid stainless steel billet has large internal baffles for maximum recoil
management, so you can get the sights back on the target
quickly. Threads and bore aperture are machined in a single
operation to ensure perfect alignment. The M11 is optimized
for tactical situations requiring minimal dust signature. Large
blast baffles redirect gases to the sides and upward to reduce
recoil and keep the muzzle down. Wrench flats on top and
bottom enable easy installation and removal. 5/8"-24 tpi threads. Low-luster natural silver or matte
black IonBond® DLC finish.
#100-010-538KX .308 M11 Muzzle Brake, Black..............................................
$119.99
109.99
#100-011-352KX .308 M11 Muzzle Brake, Silver..............................................
119.99
#100-014-635KX .338 M11 Muzzle Brake, Black..............................................

AMERICAN PRECISION ARMS MUZZLE
FB
BRAKES
Super-efficient stainless steel brakes tame the fierce recoil of
heavy-hitting cartridges like .338 Lapua and .300 Ultra Mag.
Just as beneficial with standard calibers for long-range, hunting, and tactical applications. FB is 3.3" long and has 11/8"
O.D. for maximum surface area, while the LB is scaled down
to 1" O.D. with 2" OAL. Exteriors of both can be turned down
as needed. Exit hole is .292" and MUST be enlarged to match
larger calibers. 5/8"-24 tpi threads. Gunsmithing required.

#100-014-048KX
#100-014-049KX

FB Muzzle Brake....................................................................
LB Muzzle Brake....................................................................

LB

$149.99
124.99

ITEM #
#767-000-818KX
#767-000-868KX
#767-000-817KX
#767-000-866KX
#767-000-869KX
#767-000-867KX
#767-000-870KX
#767-000-955KX
#767-000-956KX

RECEIVER SIZE
Standard SA
Standard SA
Small SA
Standard LA
Standard LA
Magnum LA
Magnum LA
Ultra Magnum LA
Ultra Magnum LA

STEEL
CS
SS
CS
CS
SS
CS
SS
CS
SS

BOLT FACE DIA.
.473"
.473"
.378"
.473"
.473"
.535"
.535"
.535"
.535"

PRICE
$458.99
488.99
458.99
478.99
498.99
478.99
498.99
478.99
498.99

DEFIANCE MACHINE COMPLETE BOLT ACTION
RECEIVERS
Stainless steel actions accept Remington 700 parts,
stocks, barrels, and accessories to help you build a
custom bolt-action rifle. Machined to very precise
Stryker Ridge
tolerances, these actions feature one-piece 4340 bolts,
M16-style extractors, and wire-EDM cut full-length
lug ways for smooth operation and superior strength
and rigidity. Accepts detachable magazines or BDLstyle magazines; .338 Magnum Long Action takes
detachable mags only. Short Action has .480" bolt
face. Long Magnum Action has .545" bolt face. .338
Magnum Long Action has .595" bolt face. Stryker
Deviant
Ridge has standard Remington 700 profile and is
drilled and tapped for mounts and bases that use 8-40
screws. Deviant model adds an integral 20 MOA
Picatinny rail, a threaded bolt handle that lets you
change knobs, and custom spiral fluting on the bolt.
FFL required for purchase.
#100-012-647KX Stryker Ridge SA Receiver....................................................
$1099.00
1099.00
#100-012-648KX Stryker Ridge Magnum LA Receiver....................................
1099.00
#100-012-649KX Stryker Ridge .338 Magnum LA Receiver............................
1460.00
#100-012-650KX Deviant SA Receiver..............................................................
1620.00
#100-012-651KX Deviant .338 Magnum LA Receiver......................................

ORDER LINE HOURS 800-741-0015
7:30 a.m. – 5 p.m. M-F CST
Order Recording Lines Open
24 Hours Per Day

GUN TECH HOURS 800-741-0015
8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. M, W, Th, F CST
9 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Tues CST

WALK-IN HOURS 7:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. M-F CST (Grinnell Location)

200 South Front Street, Montezuma, IA 50171

Call Toll Free to Order 800-741-0015
Fax 800-264-3068 • BROWNELLS.COM
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3006 Brownells Parkway, Grinnell, IA 50112

is proud to carry MANY products for the long
range and precision shooter. Be sure to visit our website at
www.brownells.com for our complete offering.

SERIOUS ABOUT FIREARMS SINCE 1939

OFFICE /
TECH

641-623-5401

RIFLE PARTS
RIFLE BASIX BOLT ACTION RIFLE TRIGGERS

SHARP SHOOTER SAVAGE
COMPETITION TRIGGER

Easy-to-install replacements for factory triggers help you
achieve the best accuracy from your rifle without difficult
fitting or hours of tuning. Precision machined engagment
surfaces break clean for a match-grade trigger pull. Lets you
adjust the weight of pull, let-off, and overtravel that best suit
your style of shooting. Comfortable, .330" wide, vertically
grooved trigger shoe delivers excellent feel and control. Right
hand only.

Three-lever design gives Savage rifles a crisp, consistent
trigger pull by reducing sear load “up to” 60 percent. Fully adjustable for weight of pull, overtravel and
engagement; utilizes factory safety. Adjusts from 12 oz.
to 32 oz. Laser cut, steel housing ensures accurate, dropin fit. For all Savage 110, 111, 112, 114, 116 and 10, 11,
12, 14 and 16 rifles.
#436-100-110KX Savage Trigger.......................................................

Remington Pre-2006 triggers fit Rem 700, 40X, and
Model Seven rifles without X-Mark Pro triggers and manufactured prior to 2006. Retains the factory safety lever and
bolt release.
Remington 2006 & Later triggers fit Remington 700 and

KINETIC RESEARCH GROUP REMINGTON 700
BOLT LIFT

40X models only manufactured in 2006 and later. Includes
safety and bolt release. Also fits pre-2006 Model Seven rifles.

Savage fit all models of 10/110 series rifles manufactured after

SAV-2

1966 with standard or AccuTrigger.

ITEM #

FITS

MODEL
Remington 700 Triggers
Pre-2006
L-1
2006 & later
L-1K
Pre-2006
LV-1
2006 & later
LV-1K
Pre-2006
ERV-3
2006 & later
ERV-3K
Savage Triggers
10/110 after 1966
SAV-1
10/110 after 1966
SAV-2

#758-700-001KX
#758-000-017KX
#758-700-002KX
#758-000-018KX
#758-000-005KX
#758-000-019KX
#758-000-001KX
#758-000-006KX

PULL WEIGHT

PRICE

11/2 to 3 lb.
11/2 to 3 lb.
8 oz. to 11/2 lb.
8 oz. to 11/2 lb.
4 oz. to 11/4 lb.
4 oz. to 11/4 lb.

$126.99
149.99
138.99
154.99
161.99
191.99
99.99
159.99

11/2 to 3 lb.
4 oz. to 3 lb.

SHILEN REMINGTON 700 ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER
Match-grade triggers are fully adjustable for sear engagement,
overtravel, and pull weight to help ensure a crisp, light trigger
and the best possible. Allen head setscrews allow precise adjustments; hex nuts lock the screws in place and hold tight even under
heavy recoil. Heat-treated steel internal components and polished
sear surfaces reduce drag and provide a smooth, consistent
trigger pull. Simple drop-in fit replaces factory trigger assembly
without alterations. Also fits 40X and XP-100 pistol. Standard
- 11/2 to 3 lb. pull weight range. Requires original factory safety.
Competition - 2 to 6 oz. pull weight. No provision for safety
installation.

#801-700-100KX
#801-000-040KX
#801-700-400KX

Std Rem 700/40X/XP-100 Trigger, Blue...........................
Std Rem 700/40X/XP-100 Trigger, SS...............................
Comp Rem 700/40X/XP-100 Trigger, Blue.......................

Timney’s drop-in trigger modules are the closest
thing to a trigger job in a box. Gives your rifle
a clean, crisp break so you can concentrate on
making the shot, not hauling on a heavy factory
trigger. Self-contained module - just remove the
factory trigger and install the Timney unit. It uses
the rifle’s original mounting points, so there’s no
drilling, milling, machining, or receiver alterations for you to do. Adjustable for weight-of-pull,
creep and backlash. Lock nuts hold settings. 3/8"
wide curved trigger shoe provides excellent control, grooved surface improves feel. Safety blocks
the trigger, not the sear, virtually eliminating the
risk of accidental sear release when you take it
off safe. Available with different trigger shoe finishes—Blued, Nickel-Plated, or Matte Stainless.

800-741-0015

Gives your 700 an oversized bolt knob without requiring
permanent modifications to the factory bolt. The ergonomic contour of the Bolt Lift helps you get a positive
grip on the bolt knob for faster follow-up shots in all
conditions.The reinforced polymer two halves of the kit
clamp securely around the bolt handle, secured by a steel
Allen screw and two stainless steel pins. Kit includes rubber O-ring spacers to ensure a tight fit on different-sized Remington
bolt knobs.
#100-013-741KX Remington 700 Bolt Lift, Black.............................................
#100-013-742KX Remington 700 Bolt Lift, Flat Dark Earth............................

$28.00
28.00

BADGER ORDNANCE
TARGET BOLT KNOB
Oversize diameter and extended length give positive bolt control for fumble-free cycling of tactical and benchrest rifles. No
more holding the bolt handle with two fingers to clear the scope
bell. Provides additional leverage needed to clear stuck rounds.
Lightweight aluminum keeps weight down. Installation requires machining and threading of
original bolt handle.
#093-000-007KX Black Bolt Knob.....................................................................
$32.99
32.99
#093-000-021KX Red Bolt Knob........................................................................
34.99
#093-000-045KX Black Mini Tactical Bolt Knob..............................................

Badger Ordnance Target Bolt Knob

$105.99
148.99
148.99

"a must for anyone", "PERFECT for the serious shooter",
"cannot be beat", "holds against the elements"
See All Our Customer Reviews Online!

TIMNEY TRIGGERS

ORDERS /
TECH

$109.99

ITEM #
#883-000-005KX
#883-000-030KX
#883-000-031KX
#883-000-032KX
#883-000-054KX
#883-000-055KX
#883-000-006KX
#883-000-001KX

PULL
STYLE SAFETY FINISH WEIGHT
Std Curved Shoe YES
Blued 1½-4 lbs.
Std Curved Shoe YES
Nickel 1½-4 lbs.
Std Curved Shoe YES
Nickel 1½-4 lbs.
Straight Shoe
YES
Nickel 1½-4 lbs.
1
YES
Blued 8 oz.-2½ lbs.
Calvin Elite
YES
Nickel 8 oz.-2½ lbs.
Calvin Elite1
Tactical
NO
Blued 4-10 oz.
Featherweight
NO
Blued 1½-4 lbs.

FITS
Remington 700
Remington 700
Remington 700 (left-hand)
Remington 700
Remington 700
Remington 700
Remington 700
Savage 10/110 (mfr’d since
1977, excluding AccuTrigger)

#883-000-040KX Savage Edge/Axis
#883-000-046KX Savage AccuTrigger rifles

(excluding rimfire & bottom bolt
release)

1

#883-400-170KX Winchester 70
#883-400-171KX Winchester 70

PRICE
$139.99
149.99
149.99
149.99
214.99
219.99
144.99
113.99

—
—

NO
NO

Blued 1½-4 lbs.
Blued 1½-4 lbs.

112.99
113.99

—
—

NO
NO

Blued 1-3 lbs.
Nickel 1-3 lbs.

128.99
139.99

Wear components made from hardened A2 tool steel with Teflon -nickel coatings for smoothness. Named after Timney trigger designer Calvin Motley.

order on
the web:

®

BROWNELLS.COM
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RIFLE PARTS
H-S PRECISION REMINGTON 700
POLICE RIFLE STOCK

Same stock as used by the U.S. Army. Exclusive, molded-in, machined, aluminum bedding block
gives a true “drop-in” fit on the 700 BDL action, and it requires no initial fitting or later maintenance. Made from Kevlar/graphite-reinforced fiberglass, bonded to structural polyurethane foam
for lightest weight and complete stability, regardless of changes in temperature or humidity. Extrawide forend and double palmswells in the grip area help promote a tighter, more comfortable hold
for consistent accuracy when it’s needed most. Available in black or sand color.
#393-100-705KX Police Rifle Stock, Black........................................................
$359.99
349.99
#393-000-018KX Police Rifle Stock, Sand.........................................................

KINETIC RESEARCH GROUP
REMINGTON 700 X-RAY CHASSIS

The X-Ray Chassis is a modular rifle stock that accepts a Remington 700 short action to produce
a exceptionally precise-shooting rifle at an with an economical price tag. The Remington 700
action is a "drop in" fit with no gunsmithing and no bedding required. The X-Ray’s is made from
aluminum and reinforced polymer, which produces a chassis that is extremely light yet offers
adjustable ergonomics and an aluminum “V” bedding system for premium accuracy. Checkpiece
height, checkpiece position, recoil pad height, and length of pull are all customizable. The X-Ray
accepts readily-available AICS magazines, and it will accommodate all but the heaviest straight
cylinder barrels. Most aftermarket recoil lugs and Rem 700 triggers will also fit. Comes with three
3 8
/ " spacers that add up to 11/8" to the length of pull, and a set of three additional 3/8" spacers is available separately. Between the supplied spacers and the optional LOP Spacer Set, the length of pull
can be adjusted from 12.8" to 15". Fits Remington 700 short action (right hand only). 3.1 lb. wt.
#100-015-701KX Rem 700 X-Ray Chassis, Black..............................................
$599.99
#100-015-703KX Rem 700 X-Ray Chassis, Flat Dark Earth.............................
629.99
#100-015-702KX Rem 700 X-Ray Chassis, Gray...............................................
629.99
#100-015-704KX X-Ray LOP Spacer Set...........................................................
22.99

MAGPUL® PRS™ AR-15/M16/AR-308
STOCK
The Magpul Generation II Precision
Rifle/Sniper (PRS) buttstock is a
drop-in, fully adjustable precision
stock assembly for standard A1/A2
fixed buffer rifles. The stock assembly
mounts to the rifle receiver extention tube, accepts standard buffer and
spring and adjusts lengthof-pull and
comb height with two machined aluminum click-detent adjustment wheels. Ribbed rubber buttpad is correctly shaped for less fatigue
and no slip during extended shooting sessions and wearing complete operational gear. Fully raised
comb will not interfere with charging handle operation. Two 11/4" sling attachments (front and
rear) which can be mounted right side or left side are included. Total length-of-pull adjusts from
131/4" to 141/2", comb height adjusts a total of 1" weight of the assembly is 1 lb. 12 oz. Cover on the
bottom of the unit slides off to reveal a Picatinny rail for accessory mounting.
#100-002-457KX AR-15/M16 PRS Stock, Black................................................
$242.25
242.25
#100-003-139KX AR-15/M16 PRS Stock, Dark Earth......................................
242.25
#100-003-138KX AR-15/M16 PRS Stock, O.D. Green......................................
242.25
#100-014-426KX AR-15/M16 PRS Stock, Stealth Gray....................................
242.25
#100-002-947KX AR-308 PRS Stock, Black.......................................................
242.25
#100-010-594KX AR-308 PRS Stock, Dark Earth.............................................
242.25
#100-010-595KX AR-308 PRS Stock, O.D. Green.............................................
242.25
#100-014-427KX AR-308 PRS Stock, Stealth Gray...........................................
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MODULAR DRIVEN TECHNOLOGIES REMINGTON
700 LSS CHASSIS
MDT's
drop-in
chassis helps you
greatly enhance the
tactical versatility
of your Remington
700. The chassis
provides a platform
for your rifle that accepts standard AR-15 pistol grips, collapsible stocks, and AICS style detachable
magazines. Only the receiver makes contact with the V-shaped bedding and recoil lug area on the
chassis, ensuring high accuracy potential and repeatability. Plenty of spacing on the handguard
allows even bull barrels to free float. Mounting holes on the forend accept Magpul L5 and L3 rails.
Chassis is machined aluminum with a mil-spec anodizing. Does not accept AR-15 fixed rifle stocks
or pistol grips with beavertail.
#100-013-597KX LSS Chassis, Black..................................................................
$399.00
399.00
#100-013-598KX LSS Chassis, Flat Dark Earth.................................................

LUTH AR-15/M16 RIFLE BUTTSTOCKS
Glass-filled nylon rifle
stocks fit on standard A1/A2 buffer
tubes to give adjustability and extra
features to AR-15s and most .308 models. Includes textured rubber recoil pad
and two QD sling sockets for fast sling
mounting and dismounting. Will not
fit on carbine buffer tubes. Includes
Allen wrench for mounting. Modular
Stock has an adjustable cheek rest, and is adjustable for length of pull, while still being very
lightweight. Skeleton Stock has a futuristic
appearance and even lighter weight.
#100-014-257KX Modular Stock........................................................................
#100-014-258KX Skeleton Stock........................................................................

Skeleton

Modular

$139.99
49.99

AMERICAN PRECISION ARMS REMINGTON
700 BOTTOM METAL
Lightweight aluminum bottom metal drops into
a Remington 700 rifle and gives it detachable
magazine capability. Accepts well-known Accuracy
International Magazines (available separately). Mag
release is integrated into the triggerguard for sleek
look and ambidextrous function - activate release
using trigger finger, without changing your grip or
position. Matte black finish. Short Action (SA) and Long Action (LA) models available.

#100-014-046KX
#100-014-047KX

Rem 700 SA Bottom Metal....................................................
Rem 700 LA Bottom Metal...................................................

$275.00
285.00

SURGEON RIFLES REMINGTON 700 BOTTOM METAL
WITH DETACHABLE MAGAZINE
Upgrade your Surgeon or Remington 700 rifle with
the speed, convenience, and safety of a detachable
box magazine. Low-profile ambidextrous magazine release and beveled mag well aid in fast mag
changes. All-aluminum construction with matte
black finish. Exterior edges are rounded or beveled to eliminate sharpness that can scrape or
snag. Comes with one smooth-feeding Accuracy
International 5-rnd magazine (additional magazines sold separately), plus two .625" O.D. aluminum bedding pillars and 1/4"-28 tpi cap screws for
ultra-secure installation. Short action (SA) also fits Surgeon Tactical and RSR receivers. Longaction (LA) also fits Surgeon XL action.
#100-004-303KX SA Bottom Metal w/Detachable Mag...................................
$369.99
399.99
#100-004-682KX LA Bottom Metal w/Detachable Mag...................................

SERIOUS ABOUT FIREARMS SINCE 1939

OFFICE /
TECH

641-623-5401

MAGAZINES
H-S PRECISION REMINGTON 700 DETACHABLE
MAGAZINE CONVERSION
Easy-to-install system replaces your
favorite Remington 700 BDL’s factory
bottom metal to give it all the convenience of a detachable box magazine.
Spring-loaded finger latch inside the triggerguard releases the magazine to drop
free for speedy reloads. Positive-locking
springs on bottom and sides of the floorplate help keep the mag secure. All-steel
construction with a tough, self-lubricating Teflon® finish that resists scratches and wear. Polymer
boot on magazine bottom helps protect the mag from impact. Fits BDL short (SA) and long (LA)
actions. May require gunsmith fitting. Will fit Rem 700 ADL with modifications to stock. Kit
includes bottom metal and magazine. Spare mags sold separately. Note: Not interchangeable with
old-style H-S Precision bottom metal and magazines that do not have the polymer boot.
#393-000-036KX SA/.223 Magazine Conversion w/10-rd Mag.......................
$299.99
299.99
#393-000-030KX SA/.22-250 Magazine Conversion w/4-Rd Mag...................
299.99
#393-000-031KX SA/.308 Magazine Conversion w/4-Rd Mag........................
329.99
#393-000-037KX SA/.308 Magazine Conversion w/10-rd Mag.......................
299.99
#393-000-032KX LA/.30-06 Magazine Conversion w/3-Rd Mag....................
299.99
#393-000-033KX LA Belted Magnum Conversion w/3-Rd Mag......................
349.99
#393-000-038KX LA Belted Magnum Conversion w/8-Rd Mag......................
94.99
#393-000-042KX SA/.223 Rem Box Magazine, 5-Rd........................................
84.99
#393-000-039KX SA/.22-250 Box Magazine, 4-Rd...........................................
84.99
#393-000-034KX SA/.308 Box Magazine, 4-Rd................................................
129.99
#393-000-035KX SA/.308 Box Magazine, 10-Rd..............................................
84.99
#393-000-040KX LA/.30-06 Box Magazine, 3-Rd.............................................
84.99
#393-000-041KX LA/.300 Win Box Magazine, 3-Rd........................................
129.99
#393-000-043KX LA/.300 Win Box Magazine, 8-Rd........................................

BARRETT .50 CALIBER MAGAZINES
Original equipment replacement magazines feature an all-steel body
with a tough, matte black Teflon® finish
for corrosion and wear resistance. A selflubricating, polymer follower and extrapower magazine spring ensure smooth and
reliable feeding with the heavy .50 BMG
rounds. Available for the Barrett Model
95 (5-round capacity), and for the M82A1
(10 rounds).

#100-010-921KX
#100-010-922KX

M82A1 10-Rd Magazine.......................................................
Model 95 5-Rd Magazine......................................................

$159.99
157.99

CHECK-MATE M14/M1A MAGAZINES
All-steel magazines are built tough to provide
dependable, reliable operation during competition
and tactical ops. Features a welded magazine body,
15-Rd
precision wound spring and steel follower to help
ensure reliable feeding, plus includes a removable
floorplate for easy cleaning.
Available in carbon steel with
5-Rd
mil-spec Parkerized finish that
prevents rust and corrosion or
weather-resistant stainless steel.
Polished stainless steel magazine includes a Teflon® coated
steel follower. Fits M14-pattern
rifles, including M1A.
#100-004-088KX 5-Rd Steel Magazine..............................................................
#100-004-089KX 10-Rd Steel Magazine............................................................
#100-004-090KX 15-Rd Steel Magazine............................................................
#100-004-091KX 20-Rd Steel Magazine............................................................
#100-004-092KX 20-Rd Stainless Steel Magazine............................................
#100-004-093KX 25-Rd Steel Magazine............................................................

ORDERS /
TECH

800-741-0015

20-Rd

ACCURATE-MAG DETACHABLE MAGAZINES FOR
REMINGTON 700
These mags fit AICS-compatible rifles and tactical
bottom metal. Heat-treated steel body is Teflon-coated
and comes with a self-lubricating polymer follower for
smooth feeding. Available for short actions, standard
long actions (3.715"), and the extra long (3.775" and
3.850") actions . The 3.775" and 3.850" magazines are
slightly longer than the standard magnum and fit only
long actions and bottom metal that accept a longer
box, such as the Remington Police rifle in .338 Lapua,
the AICS long action stock, and the Modular Driven
Technologies TAC 21 long action chassis system. All
calibers feed from the center; the .223 and .308 magazines stagger the rounds below; .300 Win Mag and .338
Lapua are single-stack.

#100-012-475KX
#100-008-953KX
#100-008-954KX
#100-008-956KX
#100-008-958KX
#100-012-488KX
#100-008-955KX
#100-008-957KX
#100-012-489KX

.223 Rem 700 Magazine, 10-Rd............................................
.308 Rem 700 Magazine, 5-Rd..............................................
.308 Rem 700 Magazine, 10-Rd............................................
.300 Win Mag Rem 700 Magazine, 3.715"/5-Rd..................
.300 Win Mag Rem 700 Magazine, 3.775"/5-Rd..................
.300 Win Mag Rem 700 Magazine, 3.850"/5-Rd..................
.338 Lapua Rem 700 Magazine, 3.715"/5-Rd.......................
.338 Lapua Rem 700 Magazine, 3.775"/5-Rd.......................
.338 Lapua Rem 700 Magazine, 3.850"/5-Rd.......................

$69.99
66.99
72.99
77.99
84.99
89.99
77.99
84.99
89.99

MODULAR DRIVEN
TECHNOLOGIES CHASSIS
SYSTEM BOX MAGAZINES
$22.99
24.99
29.99
28.99
29.99
34.99

These are the “factory” 10-round mags for MDT bolt action chassis systems - and they also work in AICS-style bottom metal and
chassis systems. Lightweight, yet tough polymer construction with
a high-quality tempered steel spring. .223 also accepts .300 AAC
Blackout. .308 also accepts .22-250, 6mm, .243 Win, .260 Rem, and
.300 WSM.

#100-014-687KX
#100-014-686KX

order on
the web:

MDT .223 Box Mag, 10-Rd...................................................
MDT .308 Box Mag, 10-Rd...................................................

BROWNELLS.COM

$39.99
39.99
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GUNSMITHING

MANSON PRECISION REAMERS RECEIVER
ACCURIZING SYSTEM

KLEINENDORST REMINGTON RIFLE BOLT
DISASSEMBLY TOOL

Tools to that really help the professional or advanced home gunsmith to blueprint bolt actions. For
use with Remington 700 and Winchester Model 70 Classic long and short actions.

Removes striker assembly in seconds for fast disassembly of all
Remington bolts. Works with spring
relaxed or cocked. Hook fits into the
notch of the firing pin head. Rotating
the lever pulls firing pin head back
and locks it. Fast and easy. Fits Remington 7 ISS, 700, 700 ISS, 40X, 600, 660, and 721/722.
#488-001-000KX Remington Bolt Disassembly Tool.......................................

Standard Kit includes Standard Receiver

Reamer, 11/16"-16 tap, (2) bushings; doesn’t include
Recoil Lug Reamer.

.010" Over Kit includes .010" over Receiver
Reamer, 11/16" +.010"-16 tap, .010" over Recoil Lug
Reamer, (2) bushings.

#513-000-050KX
#513-000-003KX

Std Rec. Accurizing Kit..........................................................
.010" Over Receiver Accurizing Kit......................................

$500.00
550.00

RECEIVER RING FACING CUTTER Three car-

bide cutters give even cutting pressure to square up
the face of your receiver. Tapered handles let you turn
the tool smoothly. Guided by the pilot on the tap listed
above. Cutter teeth are approx. 3/8" long x 5/32" wide. Aluminum handle.
#513-000-053KX Receiver Ring Facing Cutter..................................................

$100.00

.715" BOLT-WAY REAMER High-speed steel

reamer gives a precise .715" bolt-way cut to correct
any variance along length of any .700" diameter bolt
tunnel in the action. Includes two .7145" bushings
for use with other Manson tooling. Bolt must be shimmed for proper fit in oversized way.

#513-000-070KX

.715" Rem. Bolt-Way Reamer................................................

$289.99

MANSON PRECISION REAMERS
FLOATING REAMER HOLDER
Allows the reamer to remain parallel with the bore,
while compensating for up to .030" of misalignment
or wear between tailstock and chuck. Wide bearing
surface, plus hardened and ground components give
smooth movement with no cam-to-center lockup. Low
mass, aluminum head lets the tool quickly respond
to the slightest out of roundness. Hardened steel bushing eliminates wear in the reamer socket.
Features interchangeable shanks; holder is reamed to accept shank with #2 Jacobs taper. Furnished
with 1/2" diameter straight shank.
#513-054-001KX Reamer Holder w/Straight Shank.........................................
$115.95
25.00
#513-054-002KX #2 Morse Taper Shank...........................................................
26.00
#513-054-038KX #3 Morse Taper Shank...........................................................

LONGRIFLES
BARREL SPINNER
Precision lathe arms for polishing barrels is machined from high-grade
billet aluminum, so it won't crack and fail under heavy use. Delrin centers
have O-rings to prevent them from falling out of the inner-bearing race.
Centers are beefy enough to withstand extensive use, and extra material on
the taper side allows them to be resurfaced. Spinner accepts any standard 1"
rectangular steel or aluminum tube to allow easy use with a polishing wheel.
Quick-release handle for fast, easy removal from lathe.

#100-014-492KX
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Barrel Spinner........................................................................

$129.99

$35.50

SINCLAIR FIRING PIN REMOVAL TOOL
The Sinclair Firing Pin Removal Tool makes the
disassembly of your Remington style bolt a piece
of cake. The tool protects the shroud and cocking piece, controls the firing pin spring energy,
and allows you to easily remove the firing pin
assembly from the bolt body for cleaning and/or
Easy
replacement. Fits the Remington 700, 40X, 600,
660, Model 7, XP-100, XR-100, and 722 actions,
Firing Pin
plus the Kelbly Stolle actions. Does not work for
Removal!
the 770 or the 40X rimfire action.
#749-004-116KX Firing Pin Removal Tool........................................................

$29.99

SINCLAIR REMINGTON EJECTOR
COMPRESSOR TOOL
This tool is designed to compress and control the ejector on
Remington style bolts. The tool compresses the ejector and
then turns to engage the locking lugs to hold the ejector in
a compressed position. This allows you to drive the pin out
and remove the ejector and spring in a controlled manner.
Invaluable tool to have when replacing or shortening the ejector spring.
The tool includes quick change fittings for small bolt faces
(.222/.223, etc.) and large bolt faces (.308, Magnums, etc.).
#749-003-541KX Ejector Compressor Tool.......................................................

$26.99

SINCLAIR REMINGTON MAINSPRING
CHANGING TOOL
Our Mainspring Tool for Remington bolts
is an easy-to-use spring compressor that
allows you to disassemble the firing pin
and mainspring from the bolt body. Our
tool has an anodized aluminum body, steel
lead screw and a large comfortable handle.
This tool in conjunction with the Sinclair Firing Pin Removal Tool is a must to change firing pins
or springs safely without damaging the bolt or bolt parts. Fits 700 Short and Long Actions, Rem
722, 600, 40X, Model 7, and XP/XR-100. Also works on Stolle Panda actions and others with
Remington style bolts.
#749-004-114KX Mainspring Changing Tool...................................................
$27.99

SERIOUS ABOUT FIREARMS SINCE 1939
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641-623-5401

GUNSMITHING
SURGEON RIFLES ACTION WRENCH
Easy-to-use alternative to old-fashioned
T-handle action wrenches is specifically designed
to prevent damage to receiver when installing and removing barrels. Lets you torque a
Remington 700 or Surgeon Rifles action as close
as possible to the barrel threads to eliminate
unwanted twisting or bowing of the action that
can result in distorted bolt raceways and other
expensive damage. Inserts in the ejection port;
the two “ears” fit in the raceways at the front ring. Insert a 1/2" drive ratchet handle or torque
wrench and tighten/loosen the action to the barrel. Works on any length action.
#100-003-675KX Surgeon Action Wrench........................................................
$79.99

VIPER CHAMBERING & TRUING FIXTURE
This handy three-in-one fixture helps you chamber
rifle or pistol barrels, including contoured barrels,
regardless of length, from the chuck side of your lathe.
Also use it to true up any bolt or bolt face, and to true
up Remington actions. Fits a four-jaw independent
chuck; may be modified for use in three- or six-jaw
chuck. Machined aluminum tube with hardened steel
setscrews that are brass tipped to prevent marring the
work piece. Built-in safety feature prevents setscrews
from sticking out beyond the fixture and catching on
your clothes. 7" long, 4" O.D., with a 1½" dia. through hole.
#100-015-759KX Chambering & Truing Fixture..............................................

ACRAGLAS®

ACRAGLAS is an accurizing material

$265.00

GRADIENT LENS HAWKEYE® BORESCOPE
A Hawkeye scope lets you see exactly
what's going on with your rifle's bore "up close and personal," from the inside.
Crystal-clear optics, fiber optic illumination, and 25x magnification give you a
close-up view of rifling, crown, breech,
chamber, throat lock work or any critical
firearm component. Even inspect empty
cases for signs of separation. Variable
intensity, LED light emitter powered by
two AA batteries (included) provides a
true color image of the surface under
inspection. Adjusts to focus from 1mm
to infinity. The borescope tube is 17" and
comes with a 90° Mirror Attachment for
close-up, direct viewing of bore, chamber, throat and crown. Everything packed in an all aluminum carry case. Includes lens cleaning solution and instructions.
#338-115-017KX 17" Slim Kit............................................................................
$769.99

CLYMER CHAMBERING REAMERS
Made from the best quality, M-7 High-Speed Steel,
these finisher reamers are
precision tools for the professional gunsmith. These reamers have 6, right-hand cutting, straight
flutes. Solid pilot, integral throat. 7/16" round shank with 3/8" square drive. Looking for a reamer not
listed here? For our entire chambering reamer selection, please visit our website.

ITEM #
#184-050-120KX
#184-050-004KX
#184-050-215KX
#184-050-400KX
#184-050-402KX
#184-050-314KX
#184-050-380KX

ORDERS /
TECH

FITS
.223 Remington
5.56 NATO
.260 Rem.
.308 Winchester
.308 Winchester Match
.300 Rem. Ultra Mag
.300 Win. Mag

800-741-0015

BARREL VISE
Brownells offers the only professional-quality barrel
vise that positively clamps and keeps even the tightest
barrel from turning during removal. Machined from
solid steel for durability to service the barrel installation and removal needs of any gunsmith for years and
years. Exclusive four bolt system and extra-wide design
generates so much holding force, the Brownells Barrel
Vise must be firmly bolted to a stout bench to realize
its full potential. Each vise comes with a set of 7 split
barrel bushings to fit popular barrel contours. Steel Bushings provide years of service and have
the necessary clamping power to break loose even the tightest barrels. Aluminum Bushings
also give a strong hold without risk of marring the barrel. Additional bushings available at at
our website.
#080-860-107KX Steel Barrel Vise Set...............................................................
$315.95
315.95
#080-860-307KX Aluminum Barrel Vise Set....................................................

PRICE
$105.00
105.00
105.00
105.00
105.00
115.00
115.00

designed for the exclusive purpose of making
a rifle shoot more accurately. In addition to
accurizing your gun, you get the satisfaction
of having done the job yourself. ACRAGLAS
the inletted side of the gun stock against all
moisture, gun oils, solvents and sprays. Moisture being absorbed by the stock can cause the
finest woods to warp or twist, forcing the gun
to shoot different groups on different days. Oils
and solvents will eventually make the most
beautiful of woods dirty looking where allowed
to soak in and, in rare cases, actually ruin the
wood. Complete, easy-to-follow Instructions
are packaged with each Kit. These tell you how
to mix and use. FOLLOW THEM CAREFULLY. We guarantee ACRAGLAS 100%.
#081-003-002KX ACRAGLAS Kit......................................................................
#081-003-004KX ACRAGLAS Kit, Non-Flammable.........................................

$24.99
26.99

ACRAGLAS GEL®

ACRAGLAS GEL offers all the benefits
of original ACRAGLAS®, plus a buttersmooth consistancy that makes it stay where
you put it and keeps it from running,
eliminating the need to build elaborate
modeling clay dams! 1-to-1 mixing ratio
that greatly simplifies the measuring and
mixing process; excellent “thin strength”,
shock resistance and stability. ACRAGLAS
GEL won’t crack, craze or sugar-out under
recoil. Shrinks less than 1/10th of one percent, which means your bedding will stay
tight. Kit contains resin, hardener, release
agent, measuring/mixing supplies, black and
brown dye, and complete instructions.

#081-014-004KX
#081-014-007KX

ACRAGLAS GEL 4 oz. Kit.....................................................
ACRAGLAS GEL 4 oz. Kit, Non-Flammable........................

$29.99
34.95

UNIVERSAL DO-DRILL™
Preferred by many gunsmiths for tapping, drilling and cutting all types of
heat-treated steels, moly or stainless. Follows the tap or drill in the work.
We know of cases where all four holes for a mount have been drilled and
tapped using DO-DRILL™, and the tap was still sharp enough for future use.
#083-007-016KX 16 oz. Do-Drill................................................. $15.99
#083-008-128KX 1 Gal. Do-Drill.................................................. 92.99

order on
the web:

BROWNELLS.COM
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A. SWEET’S 7.62 SOLVENT

F. FIRECLEAN™ ADVANCED ANTI-FOULING GUN OIL

This is a very high strength copper fouling remover. It is intended for patch use or
nylon brushes. Use Sweet’s after normal cleaning to remove stubborn copper deposits.
We do not recommend letting Sweet’s remain in your barrel for over 20-25 minutes at a time.
Available in 6.75 oz
#100-000-001KX Sweet’s 7.62.............................................................................
$12.99

FIREClean is a non-toxic, odorless, biodegradable oil that breaks down carbon fouling and makes
it easy to wipe away. Then it conditions the surface of the metal to make it harder for future fouling
to take hold, so cleaning is easier and faster than the traditional “chore” with stinky solvents. Also
provide long-lasting lubrication that cuts down wear on moving parts. Available in 2 fl. oz. plastic
bottle or sealed, one-time use, 5mL packets.
#100-011-426KX 2 oz. FIREClean Gun Oil.......................................................
$14.95
28.99
#100-015-721KX FIREClean 2-Pak (4 oz.)........................................................
13.99
#100-015-710KX 5mL FIREClean Gun Oil, 10-Pak..........................................

B. KG SYSTEMS KG12 BIG BORE CLEANER
KG's water-based, ammonia-free formula gently loosens copper buildup, efficiently removes it
from the bore to prevent recontamination, and preps the bore for final cleaning. Bottle has a
convenient twist-open, pinpoint applicator spout with snap-top cap to help prevent spills and
conserve product.
#665-000-009KX KG12 Big Bore Cleaner..........................................................
$11.99

C.

TCE DEGREASER*

Cuts through grease, wax, gunk, even silicones; lifts them away, and dries clean with little to no
residue. Extra-large can with low-pressure, high-volume stream—the easiest way to get the cleaning power into recesses and corners with minimum disassembly time. Ozone-safe replacement
for Trichloroethane. Will damage some stock finishes and paints. Use with adequate ventilation;
gloves and eye protection are recommended.
#083-060-024KX Brownells TCE Degreaser Aerosol........................................
$19.99

D. 
J-B® BORE
COMPOUND & KROIL*
Save money on the do-it-all combination that’s been written up in several of the “accuracy”
publications: J-B and Kroil! Run a couple of patches soaked in Kroil through the bore to get
under and loosen barrel fouling, then wipe away most of the crud with a dry patch. Follow with
J-B remove the most stubborn moly residue, powder, and copper jacket fouling. A final pass with
Kroil coats the bore with a rust preventive film.
#083-065-000KX J-B & Kroil Combo.................................................................
$22.99

E. BORE TECH ELIMINATOR*
This cleaner is free of ammonia, ammonia salts and petroleum distillates. Eliminator removes
copper, lead, carbon, powder and plastic wad fouling quickly and effectively.
#509-000-021KX 4 oz. Eliminator......................................................................
$14.99
26.99
#509-000-027KX 16 oz. Eliminator....................................................................

G. SHOOTER’S CHOICE FP-10 LUBRICANT ELITE™
Shooter’s Choice high-tech FP-10 lubricant is designed for friction reduction. Use in high-friction
areas to help ensure smooth operation with fewer malfunctions. This product contains a metal
treatment additive that actually seals the metal surface. Contains no Teflon™ and works well as a
rust preventative. For reloaders, also an excellent neck turning lubricant.
#934-110-004KX FP-10 Lubricant Elite™...........................................................
$8.19

H. MIL-COMM PRODUCTS TW25B WEAPONS GREASE
High-performance grease handles extreme temperatures in a wide variety of weapon types.
Specially formulated to minimize the accumulation of sand, dust, and powder fouling to keep
your in fire-ready condition. Ideal for heavy wear parts and exposed areas. Provides superior
corrosion protection for all metal alloys in all types of environments. Comes a re-sealable syringe
for pin-point application.

#100-003-115KX

TW25B Weapons Grease, .5 oz. Syringe..............................

$12.05

I. MIL-SPEC GUN CLEANING PATCHES
100% cotton, single-nap, unbleached flannel patches made to get guns clean efficiently. The coarse,
open weave side grabs and holds bore fouling and doubles as a “scrubber” for tough surface dirt.
Soft, napped side holds solvents and oils.
#546-100-223KX .223 Mil Spec Cleaning Patches, 1,000-Pak..........................
$16.99
29.99
#546-100-030KX .30 Mil Spec Cleaning Patches, 1,000-Pak............................

WANT MORE GREAT DEALS?

Go online and click on our SALE & CLEARANCE tab!!

*Cannot ship outside Continental U.S. Shipped UPS or FedEx Ground only within U.S.
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CLEANING
Name
DEWEY COATED CLEANING RODS

BORE TECH BORE STIX

The tough nylon
coating on these
rods absolutely won’t
scratch the delicate rifling of the finest match barrel and won’t peel off like many vinyl coatings do.
Smooth turning, ball bearing handle. Includes an extra-long Dewey Jag that fits directly onto the
rod’s male thread; comes with Adapter for standard 8-32 male thread brushes and accessories. .17
and .20 caliber rods do not include 8-32 adapter. .17 cal. has 5-40 female threads. For .22 LR use
.20. .22 fits .22-.26 centerfire. .30 fits .27 cal. and up. .35 fits .35 cal. and up. Length indicated by
last two digits of model number.
#234-000-047KX Dewey 22C-40 32.99
#234-000-028KX Dewey 17C-7 $27.99
#234-222-044KX Dewey 22C-44 32.99
#234-217-011KX Dewey 17C-11 26.99
#234-230-017KX Dewey 30C-17 29.99
#234-217-018KX Dewey 17C-18 28.99
#234-230-024KX Dewey 30C-24 29.99
#234-217-026KX Dewey 17C-26 30.99
#234-230-036KX Dewey 30C-36 32.49
#234-217-036KX Dewey 17C-36 31.99
#234-000-048KX Dewey 30C-40 32.49
#234-000-062KX Dewey 20C-25 36.49
#234-230-044KX Dewey 30C-44 32.49
#234-000-063KX Dewey 20C-32 36.49
#234-035-001KX Dewey 35C-36
#234-000-064KX Dewey 20C-38 37.49
Rod
34.49
#234-000-065KX Dewey 20C-42 37.49
#234-035-002KX Dewey 35C-44
#234-222-012KX Dewey 22C-12 28.24
Rod
34.49
#234-222-017KX Dewey 22C-17 29.99
#234-222-038KX Dewey 38C-12 27.99
#234-222-024KX Dewey 22C-24 29.49
#234-222-036KX Dewey 22C-36 34.49

Cushioned handle has 22 ball bearings inside for effortless rotation
so the patch always follows the
rifling. Full-length epoxy coating
on spring steel rod is impervious
to solvents. Index dots on the handle let you check twist rates. 6mm BR rod gives an exact fit to
6mm benchrest, varmint, and hunting rifles.

DEWEY COATED ROD ACCESSORIES
Machined brass jags, loops, and
adapters are designed for use
with Dewey Coated Rifle Rods
ONLY. Brass jags are the unique
Dewey design that take a patch
over-the-end, or wrapped around.
20JM jag is 5-40 male threaded
for use with .20 cal. Coated Rods
only. 22J, 24J and 6.5J femalethreaded jags fit 22C Coated
Rods only. 27J thru 45J femalethreaded jags fit 30C-17 thru
38C-12 Coated Rods only. 22LF
and 30LF are female threaded
patch loops that fit 22C and 30C
rods respectively. 17A adapter
enables use of 8-32 rimfire accessories on .17 and .20 cal. Coated
Rods. SMBA and LGBA enable
use of standard 8-32 accessories
on male-end on Coated Rods.
LGBP adapter converts 12-28
male-thread Dewey .50 BMG and
Large Bore Rods to accept 10-32
blackpowder accessories. SBA
adapter converts 30C rods to
accept standard 5/16"-27 shotgun
cleaning accessories.

ITEM #
#234-000-053KX
#234-800-222KX
#234-800-024KX
#234-800-002KX
#234-800-027KX
#234-800-230KX
#234-800-338KX
#234-800-038KX
#234-800-040KX
#234-800-045KX
#234-800-050KX
#234-000-054KX
#234-000-055KX
#234-800-117KX
#234-800-223KX
#234-800-227KX
#234-800-327KX
#234-800-127KX

STYLE
FITS
PRICE
JAGS
20JM
.20 cal.
$4.49
22 Cal.
.22 cal.
4.45
24J
.24 -.25 cal.
3.99
6.5J
.25 - 6.5mm cal.
3.99
27J
.270 cal.
3.99
30J
.30 cal.
3.99
338J
.338 cal.
4.49
38J
.38 cal.
3.89
40J
10mm/.40 cal.
3.89
45J
.45 cal.
3.99
50J
.50 cal.
4.49
LOOPS
22LF
.22-.26 rods
3.75
30LF
.27 & up rods
3.75
ADAPTERS
17A
.17 cal. rods
3.69
SMBA
.22 - .26 rods
2.49
LGBA
.27 & up rods
2.49
LGBP
Large Bore rods
3.69
SBA
.27 & up rods
3.69

LYMAN UNIVERSAL BORE GUIDE
Specifically designed to aid in cleaning
bolt action rifles, Lyman's aluminum bore guide keeps
the cleaning rod centered so it doesn’t scratch the rifling.
A port in the guide makes
applying solvents to your patch
or brush easy and mess-free.
Comes with three interchangeable tips so you can clean .17
through .416 caliber rifles with
no worries of solvents dripping
into the action. Includes special adapter sleeve for AR-15s.
#100-015-573KX Universal Bore Guide.............................................................

ORDERS /
TECH

800-741-0015

$14.95

ITEM #
#509-173-600KX
#509-000-026KX
#509-000-006KX
#509-000-007KX
#509-000-008KX
#509-000-009KX
#509-000-010KX
#509-000-011KX

CALIBER
.17 cal.
.20 cal.
.22 cal.
.22 cal.
.22 cal.
6mm BR
.27/35 cal.
.27/35 cal.

LENGTH
36"
44"
25"
36"
44"
44"
36"
44"

PRICE
$49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99

POSSUM HOLLOW O-RING BORE GUIDE
Centers the cleaning rod
in the bore to prevent
rifling damage. Extra
long for scoped rifles.
O-ring seals chamber
and keeps solvents out of the action and trigger, holds bore guide firmly in place. Large replacement O-ring fits all guides and solvent port.

ITEM #
#528-101-002KX
#528-101-004KX
#528-101-005KX
#528-101-006KX
#528-101-019KX

MODEL
#2
#4
#5
#6
#19

BORE BRUSH

FITS
.222, .223, .222 mag.
.243, 6mm, .22-250, 257 Rbt. .25-06
7mm-08, .308, .270, .280, .30-06
7mm & .300 Std magnums
AR-15

PRICE
$19.99
19.99
18.99
19.99
19.99

SPECIAL LINE™ DEWEY THREADED

Do away with the thread adapter! These
brushes thread right onto Dewey Coated
rods. Eliminates the need to constantly
change adapters; no more hunting for a misplaced adapter. Special Line brushes have the best
phosphor bronze wire bristles for long life and thorough cleaning. A one-piece, looped and wound,
brass shank and coupler prevent any chance of putting a scratch in that all-important barrel.
Calibers .22 to 6.5mm have 8-36 female threads. Calibers .270 to .50 BMG have 12-28 female
threads. Sold in 3-paks. 12-paks with price discount available - please visit our website for more
information.

ITEM #
#084-418-021KX
#084-418-001KX
#084-418-121KX
#084-418-024KX
#084-418-065KX
#084-419-026KX
#084-419-070KX
#084-419-029KX
#084-419-080KX
#084-419-032KX
#084-419-037KX
#084-419-137KX
#084-419-035KX
#084-419-140KX
#084-419-040KX
#084-419-044KX
#084-419-144KX
#084-419-049KX

order on
the web:

FITS
.22 Rimfire Rifle
.22 Centerfire Rifle
.22 Pistol
.243 Rifle
.260 Rifle
6.8 Rifle
7mm Rifle
.30 Rifle
8mm Rifle
.338 Rifle
.35/.38 Spec/.357 Rifle
.38/.357/9mm Pistol
.375 Rifle
.40/.41/10mm Pistol
.416 Rifle
.44/.45 Rifle
.44/.45 Pistol
.50 BMG Rifle

BROWNELLS.COM

PRICE
$10.99
8.99
10.99
10.99
10.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
6.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
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OPTICS

/EOTECH CQB T-DOT
HOLOGRAPHIC SIGHT

Reticle

The Brownells CQB T-Dot Sight eliminates the
guess work in close-range targeting. It corrects
the common problem with combat-zeroed optics
mounted on an AR-type rifle: the point of impact
is significantly lower than the point of aim at close
quarters distances. Built by EOTech exclusively
for Brownells and based on the popular EOTech
EXPS2, the CQB T-Dot’s 65 MOA circle illuminated
reticle has two aiming points calibrated for 50-200
yards and 500 yards. The bottom of the circle is
open, with a “T” indicating a precise aiming reference zeroed for about 7 yards. All aiming points are
calibrated for 5.56mm NATO ammunition. Windage and elevation are adjustable +/- 40 MOA in
1 2
/ MOA increments. Reticle has 20 brightness settings. Uses one (1) CR-123A lithium battery;
approx. 600 hour battery life. Rugged aluminum housing has a built-in MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny
mount with a quick-detach throw-lever mount, so you can clamp the CQB T-Dot to any flattop AR.
#080-000-971KX CQB T-Dot Sight....................................................................
$549.99

AIMPOINT PATROL RIFLE OPTIC
Parallax-free, non-magnifying red dot sight is ready
at all times, with no switches or levers to fumble
with. Simply install the supplied battery, turn the
PRO on, and forget about it – for up to 3 years! 2
MOA center-dot, with 6 daylight and 4 night vision
brightness settings, enables accurate target engagement under a broad variety of conditions. Includes a
detachable spacer that allows co-witnessing with the
standard iron sights on AR-15/M16/M4 weapons. Or
remove the spacer to install the PRO on shotguns or
submachine guns. Integrated “rail-grabber” mount
with knurled, oversized knob aids in quick attach/
detach on Picatinny rails. Compatible with all generations of night vision devices; may also be
used with Aimpoint 3x Magnifier and Concealed Engagement Unit. Flip-up lens caps included.

#100-009-902KX

Aimpoint Patrol Rifle Optic..................................................

$424.00

NIGHTFORCE® ATACR™ 5-25X56 (34MM TUBE)
Building on the success of
Nightforce’s NXS™ series, the compact ATACR (Advanced Tactical
Riflescope) features even longer
range and higher image quality,
ATACR 5-25x56mm
pushing the envelope of precision for
serious shooters and hunters. The
34mm tube allows 20% more elevation travel than a 30mm tube. Fully multicoated, low-dispersion
glass delivers more than 90% light transmission, brilliant images and exceptional color contrast.
A magnification of 5x to 25x, and a wider field of view because of its unique optical prescription
(17.96 feet at 5x), will cover a broad spectrum of targeting situations. Comes with ZeroStop™
adjustment for quick return-to-zero without counting clicks or looking at the turret. MOAR™ and
MOAR-T™ reticles have 120 MOA elevation, 60 MOA windage adjustments, and ¼ MOA click
value. MIL-R™ reticle has 34.9 mil (milliradian) elevation, 17.45 mil windage adjustments, and .1
mil-rad click value.
#100-012-574KX ATACR 5-25x56mm Scope - MOAR Reticle........................
$2328.00
2328.00
#100-012-575KX ATACR 5-25x56mm Scope - MIL-R Reticle.........................
2328.00
#524-000-180KX ATACR 5-25x56mm Scope - MOAR-T.................................
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VORTEX VIPER® PST RIFLESCOPES
Variable-power "Precision Shooting
Tactical" scopes are built to deliver consistent accuracy at extreme ranges in
harsh environments and stressful situations. Built on one-piece 30mm machined
aluminum tubes for optimum strength
and rigidity. Waterproof, dustproof, shock1-4x24
proof, and argon-gas-purged. Turret stops
prevent turrets from traveling more than
one revolution below the sight-in zero. Illuminated reticles have 10 illumination intensity levels;
"off " position between each setting. Powered by a CR-2032 lithium battery (included). Windage/
elevation adjustment: 1/2 MOA on 1-4x24 models, 1/4 MOA on all others. Available reticles: EBR
- subtension lines for ranging, holdover, and windage corrections. MOA - subtension lines that
equal 1" at 100 yards. MRAD - subtension lines that equal 3.6" at 100 yards. TMCQ - hybrid reticle for rapid, close- and mid-range shooting, with MOA or MRAD subtension lines. FFP - MOA
reticle lines remain valid at all magnifications, eliminating the need to recalculate holdover data.
#100-005-956KX 1-4x24 Viper Scope, TMCQ/MOA........................................
$499.99
479.99
#100-009-561KX 1-4x24 Viper Scope w/Turret Caps, TMCQ/MOA...............
499.99
#100-005-955KX 1-4x24 Viper Scope, TMCQ/MRAD.....................................
599.99
#100-005-954KX 2.5-10x44 Viper Scope, EBR/MOA.......................................
599.99
#100-007-285KX 2.5-10x44 Viper Scope - EBR/MRAD...................................
#100-013-110KX 2.5-10x32mm FFP Viper Scope - MRAD.............................
799.99
799.99
#100-013-111KX 2.5-10x32mm FFP Viper Scope - MOA................................

#100-005-953KX
#100-005-951KX
#100-007-284KX
#100-007-282KX
#100-005-952KX
#100-005-950KX
#100-014-308KX
#100-007-283KX
#100-007-281KX
#100-014-307KX

4-16x50 Viper Scope, EBR/MOA..........................................
4-16x50 FFP Viper Scope, EBR/MOA..................................
4-16x50 Viper Scope - EBR/MRAD......................................
4-16x50 FFP Viper Scope - EBR/MRAD..............................
6-24x50 Viper Scope, EBR/MOA..........................................
6-24x50 FFP Viper Scope, EBR/MOA..................................
6-24x50mm FFP Viper Scope - EBR-2C/MOA....................
6-24x50 Viper Scope - EBR/MRAD......................................
6-24x50 FFP Viper Scope - EBR/MRAD..............................
6-24x50mm FFP Viper Scope - EBR-2C/MRAD.................

699.99
899.99
699.99
899.99
749.99
949.99
949.99
749.99
949.99
949.99

NIGHTFORCE® B.E.A.S.T.™
Designed to meet the
demands of long-range military snipers,
the B.E.A.S.T. - “Best Example of Advanced
Scope Technology” - features an illuminated reticle and four-function elevation
control for fast targeting in any light. The
main elevation turret lets you make rapid,
coarse initial adjustments in ½ MOA or .2
Mil-Radian increments, while the M2™ precision throw lever gives an additional adjustment of ¼ MOA or .1 Mil-Rads per click. Nightforce’s
ZeroStop® system ensures you can always return to your zero point by feel. First focal plane reticle
subtensions stay in visual proportion to target at any magnification - perfect for holdovers, windage leads and range estimation. Has reticle focus and side parallax adjustment. 34mm tube. 15.37"
(390mm) OAL. Eye relief: 3.35"-3.54" (85-90mm). FOV at 100 yards: 18.7′ at 5x and 4.92′ at 25x.
39 oz. (1,097g) wt. Requires one CR-2032 battery.

ITEM #
#524-000-181KX
#524-000-182KX
#524-000-183KX
#524-000-184KX
#524-000-185KX

MAG./OBJ. RETICLE
5-25x56mm
MOAR
5-25x56mm
MIL-R
5-25x56mm
MD2.0
5-25x56mm
TReMoR 2
5-25x56mm
H59

ELEV. ADJ. RG./CLICK
VALUE
PRICE
120 MOA/½ & 1/4 MOA
$3783.00
34.9 MRAD/.2 & .1 MRAD
3783.00
34.9 MRAD/.2 & .1 MRAD
3298.00
34.9 MRAD/.2 & .1 MRAD
3783.00
34.9 MRAD/.2 & .1 MRAD
4268.00

OFFICE /
TECH

641-623-5401
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OPTICS
NIKON M-SERIES SCOPES
Rugged, variable-power scopes are
specifically engineered to help shooters get the most from the AR-15/
M16 platform, with quick, accurate
hits at a wide variety of distances.
High-resolution optics and multi-layer
coated lenses give superb clarity and
light-gathering capacity, especially at
dusk and dawn, with up to 95% light transmission. All models provide an extra-wide range of
windage and elevation click adjustments in ¼ MOA increments, as well as easy-to-use Zero-Reset
turrets that simplify sight-ins and field adjustments. Available with Nikon’s Point Blank, Nikoplex,
BDC 600, and BDC 800 reticles. Side Focus (SF) adjustment turret rotates to achieve more precise focus from 50 yards to infinity; by adjusting the focus, parallax can be eliminated and sight
alignment will become accurate. 1-4x20 and 2-8x32 models have a fixed parallax set at 100 yards.
#100-014-000KX M-223 1-4x20 w/Point Blank Reticle...................................
$289.95
299.95
#100-014-001KX M-223 1-4x20 w/BDC 600 Reticle........................................
599.95
#100-014-724KX M-223 1.5-6x24mm w/BDC Reticle.....................................
799.95
#100-014-725KX M-223 1.5-6x24mm w/Illum. BDC Reticle..........................
329.95
#100-014-002KX M-223 2-8x32 w/Nikoplex Reticle........................................
349.95
#100-014-003KX M-223 2-8x32 w/BDC 600 Reticle........................................
#100-014-004KX M-223 3-12x42SF w/Nikoplex Reticle..................................
449.95
459.95
#100-014-005KX M-223 3-12x42SF w/BDC 600 Reticle..................................
#749-013-536KX M-223 4-16x42SF w/Nikoplex Reticle..................................
479.95
499.95
#749-013-537KX M-223 4-16x42SF w/BDC 600 Reticle..................................

U.S. OPTICS RIFLE SCOPES
U.S. Optics has been
building scopes to satisfy the needs of
military and law enforcement personnel, competitive shooters and hunters over three decades. Engineeered
and manufactured to exacting optical specifications to gather, filter, and
transmit light from the objective lens
and through all optical elements ending with the eyepiece, the result is a sharp image with maximum clarity in a rugged, punishment
proof housing. Scope body, eye piece, objective housing, and other body parts are made of 6061
T6 aluminum finished with a matte black Type III hard-anodizing. Duel elevation and windage
rebound springs insure decades of reliable and accurate adjustments.
30mm tubes are standard on the lower magnifications, while the 5-25x58mm ER-25 series uses a
34mm tube for even more internal adjustment range. Illuminated reticles on all models enhance
target acquisition in low light or less-than-optimal weather conditions. Many models offer the
Erector Repositioning Elevation Knob (EREK) system that maximizes gross elevation travel
adjustment for maximum elevation adjustment where traditional turrets leave off.
#100-015-630KX 1-4x22mm SR-4C Scope, MIL Reticle..................................
$1899.05

#100-015-631KX

1.5-6x28mm SR-6S Scope, FFP JNG MIL Reticle................

$1429.75

#100-015-632KX
#100-015-633KX

1-8x27mm SR-8C Scope, FFP 8C Reticle.............................
1-8x27mm SR-8C Scope, FFP H130 Reticle.........................

$2370.25
2845.25

#100-015-634KX
#100-015-635KX
#100-015-636KX

1.8-10x37mm MR-10 Scope, FFP GAP Reticle....................
1.8-10x37mm MR-10 Scope, FFP Type 1 Reticle................
1.8-10x37mm MR-10 Scope, FFP H425 Reticle..................

$2223.95
2223.95
2698.95

#100-015-637KX
#100-015-638KX
#100-015-639KX
#100-015-640KX
#100-015-641KX
#100-015-642KX
#100-015-643KX

3.2-17x44mm LR-17 Scope, GAP Reticle.............................
3.2-17x44mm LR-17 Scope, Gen II XR Reticle....................
3.2-17x44mm LR-17 Scope, H59 Reticle.............................
3.2-17x44mm LR-17 Scope, H102 Reticle...........................
3.2-17x44mm LR-17 Scope, MPR Reticle............................
3.2-17x44mm LR-17 Scope, PCMOA Reticle.......................
3.2-17x44mm LR-17 Scope, RPD Mil Reticle......................

$2608.70
2608.70
3083.70
3083.70
2608.70
2608.70
2608.70

#100-015-644KX
#100-015-645KX
#100-015-646KX
#100-015-647KX
#100-015-648KX
#100-015-649KX
#100-015-650KX
#100-015-651KX

5-25x58mm ER-25 Scope, MPR Reticle...............................
5-25x58mm ER-25 Scope, Gen II XR Reticle.......................
5-25x58mm ER-25 Scope, GAP Reticle................................
5-25x58mm ER-25 Scope, MDMOA Reticle........................
5-25x58mm ER-25 Scope, H59 Reticle................................
5-25x58mm ER-25 Scope, H102 Reticle..............................
5-25x58mm ER-25 Scope, PCMOA Reticle..........................
5-25x58mm ER-25 Scope, RDP Mil Reticle.........................

$3135.95
3135.95
3135.95
3135.95
3610.95
3610.95
3135.95
3135.95

ORDERS /
TECH

800-741-0015

BADGER ORDNANCE
TACTICAL SCOPE RINGS
These extra-strong 30mm scope rings are designed to meet the higher
demands of the Military and Law Enforcement tactical shooting community. Badger scope rings are machined from steel bar stock as serialized
matched pairs, and fit MIL STD 1913 Picatinny or Weaver style rails or
bases. Mil-spec black oxide finish. Four Torx® screws hold the top caps
on the rings securely. Ring heights are measured from the top of the rail
base to the center of the scope tube. The Ultra-High rings give optimum mounting height for
AR-15 flattop rifles. 1" Ring Reducers adapt any of the Maximized rings to 1" diameter scope tubes.
#093-306-080KX Standard .823" Scope Ring....................................................
$164.99
164.99
#093-306-001KX Medium .885" Scope Ring.....................................................
164.99
#093-306-002KX Medium High 1" Scope Ring.................................................
164.99
#093-306-090KX High 1.125" Scope Ring.........................................................
164.99
#093-306-100KX Ultra High 1.378" Scope Ring...............................................
29.49
#093-306-120KX 1" Standard Ring Reducers....................................................

SALE

TACTICAL PRECISION
TSR™ & TSR “W” RINGS

Rugged tactical rings are precision machined to tolerances of .0002" for
maximum scope/ring contact to hold scope securely against recoil. Fourscrew cap lets you align the reticle, tighten the left side of the cap, then the
right side without the scope rotating. Large clamp-nut lets you torque ring
to base. Radiused edges and corners help prevent snagging while providing attractive appearance.
TSR - 7075-T6 aluminum, fits MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny base. TSR “W” Series - 1215 alloy
steel, fits Weaver bases. 34mm - Accepts Schmidt & Bender-type 34mm scope tubes. Heights
in tables below are measured from top of base to center of ring. Sale price valid 6/8/2015 thru
7/13/2015.

ITEM #
#100-000-951KX
#100-000-952KX
#100-000-953KX
#100-000-957KX
#100-000-958KX
#100-000-959KX

HEIGHT
Low - .785"
Med - .985"
High - 1.185"
Low - .925"
Med - 1.075"
High - 1.225"

SIZE
1"
1"
1"
30mm
30mm
30mm

PRICE
$69.99
69.99
69.99
79.99
79.99
79.99

SALE
$63.79
63.79
63.79
67.99
67.99
67.99

AMERICAN DEFENSE AR-15/M16
AD-RECON SCOPE MOUNT
One-piece cantilevered mount gives ultra-secure
mounting of high-power optics to flattop rails,
while preserving the versatility of a quick-detach
mount. Dual release lever system grabs the rail
in two places; locks prevent levers from opening
unintentionally. Tension adjusts without special
tools, so the AD-Recon will fit out-of-spec rails
just as well as MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny spec rails.
Levers can be configured to flip to front or rear. Cantilever gives plenty of room to achieve both
proper eye relief. Aluminum, hard-anodized. 6" (15.2cm) long, 2½" space between rings.
#100-005-757KX 1" AD-RECON Mount...........................................................
$179.95
179.95
#100-005-758KX 30mm AD-RECON Mount....................................................

BURRIS AR-P.E.P.R.™ SCOPE MOUNTS
The Proper Eye Position Ready (P.E.P.R.) Mount
was designed specifically for mounting optics atop
AR-15/M16 flattop receivers. Gives 2" of forward
scope positioning for long-eye-relief scopes. Rugged
aluminum construction, with ring bases milled as a
single unit. Weaver-style mounts on ring tops accept
other accessories. Ring height: 1" (measured from
bottom of scope tube to top of base). Available with
traditional cross-bolt and hex head nuts attachment
system or quick-detach (QD) throw-lever system for easy removal/reinstall without loss of zero.
#118-000-028KX 1" P.E.P.R. Mount....................................................................
$80.99
107.99
#118-000-038KX 1" QD P.E.P.R. Mount.............................................................
80.99
#749-101-260KX 30mm P.E.P.R. Scope Mount.................................................
107.99
#118-000-036KX 30mm QD P.E.P.R. Mount.....................................................
107.99
#118-000-123KX 34mm P.E.P.R. Mount - 20 MOA...........................................

order on
the web:

BROWNELLS.COM
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OPTICS
BADGER ORDNANCE MAXIMIZED
SCOPE RAIL
Heavy-duty steel base with 20 MOA forward angle increases maximum scope elevation for long range shooting. Machined
after hardening to maintain dimensions. Integral recoil lug withstands the hardest kicking
calibers. Uses MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny slot pattern for maximum sight mounting possibilities.
Remington Zero Cant fits 700 short action only and does not have 20 MOA forward angle; use
where extra elevation is not required.
#093-306-070KX Rem 700 Long Action............................................................
$144.99
144.99
#093-306-060KX Rem 700 Short Action...........................................................
144.99
#093-000-012KX Rem. 700 SA Zero Cant.........................................................
147.99
#093-000-018KX Savage 10 Accu-Trigger.........................................................
147.99
#093-000-005KX Win 70 Long Action...............................................................
147.99
#093-000-006KX Win 70 Short Action..............................................................

EGW ONE-PIECE SCOPE MOUNT
EGW bases are drilled to fit your rifle’s factory scope mount holes, so you can add the
versatility of a one-piece Picatinny scope
rail with no drilling or tapping. Precision machined from extruded 7075 T6 aluminum, with MILSTD 1913 Picatinny slot-and-rail spacing that allows fast and simple changes to scope eye relief,
plus great flexibility in scope choice. Some models are available with 20 MOA built-in elevation
to aid in long-range shooting without maxing out scope elevation adjustment. Visit our website to
see our full line of EGW scope bases.
#296-000-089KX Rem 700 SA Scope Mount.....................................................
$39.99
39.99
#296-000-210KX Rem 700 SA Scope Mount w/20 MOA.................................
39.99
#296-000-088KX Rem 700 LA Scope Mount....................................................
39.99
#296-000-211KX Rem 700 LA Scope Mount w/20 MOA.................................
39.99
#296-000-090KX Savage SA Scope Mnt - non-AccuTrigger/Flat Rear Rec'r..
39.99
#296-000-091KX Savage SA Scope Mnt - AccuTrigger/Round Rear Rec'r.....
#296-000-212KX Savage SA Scope Mount w/20 MOA - AccuTrigger/Round
Rear Receiver.........................................................................
39.99
39.99
#296-000-213KX Savage LA Scope Mnt - AccuTrigger/Round Rear Rec'r.....
#296-000-214KX Savage LA Scope Mount w/20 MOA - AccuTrigger/Round
Rear Receiver.........................................................................
39.99

SALE

SINCLAIR SCOPE RING LAPPING TOOL
COMBO KIT

This handy kit contains critical Sinclair tools longprized by accuracy fanatics for getting the scope
mounted and aligned "just so". You get the 1" and
30mm lapping bars, handle, lapping compound,
and our Sinclair Scope Ring Alignment Tool. Saves
you money over buying each tool separately. If you
did, though, you can purchase the storage case on
its own. Sale price valid 6/8/2015 thru 7/13/2015.
Sinclair Scope Installation Kit
#749-011-661KX ................ SALE! $149.99
Scope Installation Tool Case, Only
#749-011-380KX .......................................................

$169.99
$33.99

FLATLINE OPS ACCU/LEVEL™ FLIP-OUT
BUBBLE LEVELS
The Flatline Ops Accu/Level system clamps directly to
the scope tube and helps you correct “cant error” for
a dead-on true vertical hold that improves accuracy.
Bright fluorescent yellow, bubble-level pivots into
a horizontal detent position for immediate use and
swings back over the top of the scope for streamlined
storage. Models available to fit 1", 30mm or 34mm
scope tubes. Accommodates both leftand right-hand shooters. Ring clamp holds tight with two
stainless steel Allen head screws. 6061 T6 aluminum, Type III hardcoat anodized, matte black. 9/16"
(1.5cm) long x 21/2" (6.3cm) wide (closed), 4" (10.2cm) wide (open).
#100-006-834KX 1" Hunter Accu/Level.............................................................
$129.95
139.95
#100-006-835KX 30mm Sniper Accu/Level......................................................
169.95
#100-006-836KX 34mm Covert Accu/Level......................................................
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SWAROVSKI SLC 42 BINOCULARS
Swarovski's SLC 42 binoculars are real multipurpose "one for all" high-definition binoculars with lens
coatings optimized for contrast and focus. The large field of
view and superb ergonomic design are ideal for any outdoor
activities. They are extremely rugged thanks to a sturdy
yet lightweight magnesium housing. Rubberized exterior
coating means these binoculars stay in your hands in any
weather. Three-position eyecups combined with a long eye
relief allow for 100% field of view even for eyeglass wearers.
The HD Optical System is specifically designed and adjusted
to the fluoride high-definition objective lenses. This unique
manufacturing method produces glass with a considerable
improvement in resolution and contrast - and helps minimize color fringing. The investment in these binoculars will
repay you handsomely for many years.
#100-013-406KX SLC 42 8x42mm Binoculars..................................................
#100-013-407KX SLC 42 10x42mm Binoculars................................................

$1729.00
1799.00

LEICA GEOVID HD-B
BINOCULARS
Leica has been known for over a century as a maker of some of
the highest quality binoculars in the world. Available in both
8x42 or 10x42, the Geovid HD-B includes a laser rangefinder
and a built-in ballistic computer that lets you calculate values
at the push of a button - without ever taking your eyes off
the target. Premium porro prism lenses deliver superb color
and contrast with uniquely bright and clear detail resolution.
Perfectly smooth focus and lightweight but very strong magnesium alloy and Titanium construction make these glasses
easy to carry and operate. Rubber armor protects the sophisticated internal mechanism from shock and impact.

#100-013-804KX
#100-013-805KX

SALE

Leica 8x42 Geovid HD-B w/Laser Rangefinder & Ballistic
Computer...............................................................................
Leica 10x42 Geovid HD-B w/Laser Rangefinder & Ballistic
Computer...............................................................................

$2945.00
2995.00

BUSHNELL SCOUT 1000 ARC RANGEFINDER

The Bushnell Scout 1000 Angle Range
Compensation rangefinder features an integrated inclinometer that measures angles from -60° to + 60° to
combine distance readings and angle-of-the-target calculations to deliver precise hold-overs for the specific
rifle cartridge you are shooting. Multi-coated, 5x magnification optics provide a crisp sight picture, and display
distances in yards or meters out to a maximum of 1,000
yards. Targeting modes include Scan for on-the-fly
scouting, BullsEye to focus the laser on a specific target,
and Brush for ranging targets while you’re positioned
behind tree branches or other light vegetation. Bow
hunters will appreciate the Bow mode with ARC up to
99 yards. Lightweight and compact, the durable unit is water resistant, and features Bushnell’s
exclusive RainGuard® HD lens coating to ensure that the optic remains clear in the rain. Includes
nylon carry case, CR-2 lithium battery, neck strap, and instructions. Sale price valid 6/8/2015 thru
7/13/2015.
#105-000-093KX Bushnell Scout 1000 ARC.................. SALE! $259.99
$289.99

Become a member and get
FREE Shipping on every order!
TM

Visit brownells.com/EDGE
to learn more.
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SHOOTING ACCESSORIES

HARRIS ULTRALIGHT BIPODS

SINCLAIR 3RD GENERATION
F-CLASS BIPOD

Harris Bipods are versatile, sturdy, light, fast, and are
made from high strength anodized aluminum alloys.
Stress parts are tempered spring steel. Bipods can be
clamped to most QD stud equipped rifles. All have sling
attachment provisions and adjustment for off center
studs. Spring loaded folding legs are quickly adjustable
for height. Solid base style or hinged base style (for
adjusting rifle cant) available in heights listed below.
Two base styles available: 1A2 is solid base and does not
swivel or rotate; S base rotates 45° for instant leveling on
uneven ground. Four models: BR is for benchrest use.
BRM benchrest has equally spaced height adjustment
notches. L can be used prone or on a bench. LM is the
L model with height adjustment notches. 25C has extra
tall three-section legs.

If purchasing an “S” Style Bipod, you may
want to consider the POD-LOC Kit (sold separately).

ITEM #
#416-005-001KX
#416-005-101KX
#416-001-121KX
#416-002-123KX
#416-025-227KX
#416-005-000KX
#416-005-100KX
#416-001-221KX
#416-002-223KX
#416-025-228KX

MODEL
BR
BRM
L
LM
25C
BR
BRM
L
LM
25C

BASE
1A2
1A2
1A2
1A2
1A2
S
S
S
S
S

HEIGHT
6" to 9"
6" to 9"
9" to 13"
9" to 13"
13" to 27"
6" to 9"
6" to 9"
9" to 13"
9" to 13"
13" to 27"

PRICE
$73.99
73.99
73.99
73.99
89.99
104.99
104.99
104.99
104.99
124.99

AMERICAN DEFENSE HARRIS BIPOD MOUNT
The AD-BP mount gives your Harris bipod quick
attach/detach capability, so you can swap it from
one gun to another as needed. Clamps securely to any MIL-STD
1913 Picatinny rail; flip open the quick-release, and your bipod
is ready to move. Screw-adjustable for gripping tension. Made
of 6061 T6 aluminum with a durable, matte black, Type III
hard-anodized finish.

#100-005-765KX

AD-BP Harris Bipod Mount..................................................

$67.99

DUPLIN RIFLES RORER SPEC BIPOD
Built to specifications from
Team Sinclair member and
champion F-Class shooter Jeff
Rorer, the Rorer Spec Bipod
gives rock-solid support
without weighing down your
rifle. At barely over 16 oz.,
this machined aluminum and
stainless steel bipod provides
6" of elevation adjustment
from 41/8" on the low end to 101/8" on the high end. Its footprint can be adjusted from 14½" to 21"
while you are in the prone position, and it easily mounts onto Freeland-Style or Anschutz accessory rails. Matte black finish.
#100-012-954KX Duplin Rifles Rorer Spec Bipod............................................
$349.99

ORDERS /
TECH

800-741-0015

The Sinclair F-Class Bipod was
designed with input from many
of our customers across the
country, including members of
Team Sinclair - who’ve repeatedly won the F-Class National
Championships. It provides an
extremely strong, stable, and
comfortable platform for nearly
any rifle. Aluminum construction makes it extremely light,
yet rigid for secure support.
Rifles mount via their sling
swivel stud in just a few seconds with the bipod's captured
pin system. Used in F-Class
Competition, varmint hunting,
load testing, tactical shooting,
sighting in rifles, and more.

#749-013-031KX
#749-013-032KX
#749-013-029KX
#749-013-030KX

Quick
Adjust
Elevation
Knob

Quick Cant Lever

F-Class Bipod w/Quick-Adjust Elevation – Matte Black.....
F-Class Bipod w/Quick-Adjust Elevation – Satin Silver......
F-Class Bipod Non-Elevation – Matte Black........................
F-Class Bipod Non-Elevation – Satin Silver.........................

$249.99
249.99
199.99
199.99

SINCLAIR TACTICAL/VARMINT BIPOD
The Sinclair Tactical/Varmint Bipod is designed for the needs of the precision rifleman and hunter. Our bipod features the same rugged
attachment system as our Sinclair F-Class Bipod as well
as solid, durable billet aluminum and stainless steel
construction. The bipod has independently adjustable
legs for uneven
terrain while
also allowing
height adjustments from
61/2" to 121/2".
Legs equipped
with positive
stops so there
are no friction stops to work loose while shooting. Other
features include; lockable rifle canting, integral swivel
stud mounted to frame for attaching slings and only weighs 1 lb. 12 oz.
#749-011-672KX Sinclair Tactical/Varmint Bipod...........................................

$229.99

YANKEE HILL BIPOD ADAPTER
Lightweight, slimline design eliminates the “clunky” extra baggage look that goes along with trying to mate a bipod to a railed
handguard. The rugged, aluminum platform with fixed attachment stud provides a superior fit to Weaver or Picatinny, accessory rails. Two hex-head crossbolts give uniform clamping pressure, so adapter remains rock solid while shooting. Specifically
contoured to accept Harris and similar bipods that attach to a swivel stud.
#100-002-072KX Bipod Adapter........................................................................

order on
the web:

BROWNELLS.COM

$19.99
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SHOOTING ACCESSORIES
ACCU-SHOT BIPODS
The lightweight, aluminum Atlas Bipod
features durable stainless steel locking components and grippy rubber feet to give you
a rugged, sure-footed shooting platform.
Independently-adjustable, five-position legs
extend from 5" to 9" and allow up to 180°
of front-to-back adjustment. Pans 30° left
or right for smooth target tracking, plus
30° of cant adjustment makes it easy to
align your crosshairs, regardless of terrain.
Available with three attachment options: a
quick-detach Picatinny lever mount, a more
permanent two-screw Picatinny mount, or
PSR w/QD
a No-Clamp mounting option that fits any
17S size lever-style mount when using the
A.R.M.S. 17s, American Defense AD-170, Badger Ordnance TRAMP,
or LaRue Tactical LT271 adapter (all sold separately).

SINCLAIR COMPETITION
SHOOTING REST
Atlas w/QD
Picatinny

The PSR Bipod expands the features of the original Atlas based on
feedback from civilian shooters and military/law enforcement professionals. The PSR has strengthened bosses and limited leg rotation for
extra stability. Standard PSR legs extend 5" to 9", while Tall PSR extends 7" to 13". Both available
with quick-detach Picatinny mount or the same No-Clamp system as the Atlas.
#100-012-045KX Atlas Bipod w/QD Picatinny Mount.....................................
$279.99
219.99
#100-012-043KX Atlas Bipod w/2-Screw Picatinny Mount.............................
219.99
#100-012-044KX Atlas Bipod No-Clamp...........................................................

#100-014-176KX
#100-014-177KX
#100-014-178KX
#100-014-179KX

Std PSR Bipod No-Clamp......................................................
Std PSR Bipod w/QD Picatinny Mount................................
Tall PSR Bipod No-Clamp.....................................................
Tall PSR Bipod w/QD Picatinny Mount...............................

259.99
319.99
279.99
339.99

ACCU-SHOT PRM MONOPODS
The Precision Rail Monopod (PRM) clamps to the underside of
the buttstock to add stability and easy elevation adjustment on
bipod equipped rifles. Mounts securely to any MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny
rail. The leg folds up and retracts out of the way when not in use with
fast, pushbutton-operated deployment and retraction system. The metal
Quick Knob (QK) offers quick vertical height adjustment at the push of
a button, while a thumbnut lets the operator lock the knob to create an
extremely solid shooting platform. Available with the height adjustment
ranges listed below.

#749-007-453KX
#749-007-535KX
#100-012-040KX

Precision Rail Monopod, 3.75"-4.6"......................................
Precision Rail Monopod, 4.75"-5.65"...................................
Precision Rail Monopod, 5.65"-6.6"......................................

$94.99
99.99
104.99

Portable shooting mat has thick, closed-cell
foam padding for hours of shooting comfort
on rough, cold, or wet terrain. Tough 1,000
denier nylon exterior blocks out moisture,
while a rubberized coating at the front provides a non-slip surface for bipod placement.
Front pocket has ammo loops to store up to
20 rifle cartridges; a second, zippered pocket
holds more stuff. The entire mat folds up
tight, secured by wrap-around straps of nylon
webbing with polymer quick-release buckles.
Two carry options: double-stitched suitcase
handle or padded, adjustable
shoulder straps. O.D. green.
Open - 82" long x 36" wide, 3/4"
thick. Folded - 36" long x 24"
wide, 4" thick.
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Folding Shooting Mat............................................................

$649.99
649.99
549.99
549.99
69.99
69.99

*Note: You will need to order a front bag in addition to the rest. We recommend the Protektor
Leather/Cordura bag or the Edgewood standard front bags, both available at our website.

SINCLAIR HEAVY
VARMINT SHOOTING
REST
Features fully upgraded hardware such as
a heavy-duty stainless steel center column
and 1” stainless post, oversized scalloped
hand wheel with thrust bearing for ultrasmooth vertical adjustments, large ½”-20
thread rest feet with oversized aluminum
anodized knobs (no plastic parts here), and
a fully adjustable forend stop for shot-aftershot repeatability. These rests weigh up
to 17 lbs. with filled sand bag – designed
to stay in its place on your bench top.
Available in both windage and non-windage versions. *Please see note above.

#749-013-860KX
#749-013-850KX
#749-013-861KX
#749-013-851KX

U.S. PEACEKEEPER FOLDING SHOOTING MAT

#100-005-703KX

The Sinclair Competition Shooting Rest is a
result of our staff and our customer’s years of
shooting experience on the firing line, and in
the field. We’ve incorporated the best design
ideas, materials, and craftsmanship to present you with a shooting platform that rivals
any windage rest available today. The Sinclair
Competition Rest’s foundation is a one inch,
solid steel base plate with a durable granite
powder coat finish. This enables us to achieve
a massive unit – over 30 pounds - with the
lowest center of gravity, combined with a
footprint that’s no larger than other tripod
rests currently on the market. It’s nearly twice
as heavy as our closest competitor. *Please
see note below.
#749-101-023KX Sinclair Competition Rest w/Benchrest Top........................
#749-008-509KX Sinclair Competition Rest w/All-Purpose Top....................
#749-122-023KX Sinclair Competition Rest w/BR Top - Non-Windage Adj..
#749-013-831KX Sinclair Competition Rest w/AP Top - Non-Windage Adj..
#749-008-510KX Port Level Ammo Block - 22 & 6mm PPC...........................
#749-008-511KX Port Level Ammo Block - BR Family, 308 Win Family,
6.5/284....................................................................................

#749-013-852KX
#749-013-862KX

#749-013-860
Heavy Varmint
Bench Rest

Heavy Varmint Bench Rest...................................................
Heavy Varmint All-Purpose Rest..........................................
Heavy Varmint Windage Bench Rest, RH Shooter..............
Heavy Varmint All-Purpose Windage Bench Rest, RH
Shooter...................................................................................
Heavy Varmint All-Purpose Windage Bench Rest, LH
Shooter...................................................................................
Heavy Varmint Windage Bench Rest, LH Shooter..............

$309.99
299.99
399.99
379.99
379.99
399.99

EDGEWOOD SHOOTING BAGS
GRAB HANDLE BAGS
Designed for F-Class shooters, this bag has a stiff handle
that makes it easy to carry to the firing line. Large footprint of the base makes the bag more stable for shooting
off the ground. Excellent bag for varmint hunters who
move to new firing points frequently.

$115.99

#749-008-022KX
#749-007-828KX

Mini Gater Rear Bag w/Handle.............................................
“Tall Height” Original Rear Bag w/Handle..........................

SERIOUS ABOUT FIREARMS SINCE 1939
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$199.99
169.99

641-623-5401

SHOOTING ACCESSORIES
SINCLAIR BENCHREST-STYLE
LIGHTWEIGHT REST

KESTREL 4500 WEATHER METER

The Sinclair Benchrest (B/R) Lightweight Rest
is for shooters who prefer using Protektor
or Edgewood owl ear style front sandbags
(Edgewood front bags require additional
screw kit). This rest with a #1 Protektor front
bag (#749-002-685) is perfect for sighting in
most hunting rifles. When equipped with a #2
Protektor front bag (#749-002-682) this rest
works great for sighting in varmint rifles or AR
rifles of any format. Equip this rest with the #2
or #3 Protektor front bags along with the F-Class
extensions and F-Class rest feet (#749-006-465
and #749-003-699) and you have a great set-up
for shooting Open F-Class. Protektor front bag not included.
#749-008-078KX Sinclair B/R Lightweight Rest...............................................

The Kestrel 4500 addresses wind direction and wind speed, plus it has a digital compass and calculates headwind/tailwind and crosswind by referencing
a user set target direction. All this and other environmental readings are
stored in the built-in 1,400 data point memory. Weather functions: heading
(true & magnetic), wind direction, crosswind/headwind/tailwind, altitude,
barometric pressure and pressure trend, wet bulb temperature, relative
humidity, heat stress index, dewpoint, density altitude, wind chill, air/water/
snow temperature, and current/average/maximum air velocity.
Also available with built-in ballistics software - your choice or Horus ATrag
or Applied Ballistics - that eliminates the need to run a separate ballistics
program on a laptop. Results can be logged, graphed, and recalled to reveal
trends – plus, it all can be uploaded to a computer later.

$179.99

SNIPER TOOL DESIGNS COSINE INDICATOR
Precision-machined, aircraft-grade aluminum
instrument eliminates guesswork when adjusting your scope to fire at elevated, or very low
targets. The orange needle moves with your
rifle and displays a number that indicates the
percent your rifle is off level. Multiply the
indicated percent by the target distance to
easily calculate the adjusted distance for gravity. Dovetailed bottom fits onto the aluminum
mount (listed below) which fits Picatinny and
Indicator shown with Optional Mount
Weaver-style rails. Or, mount an extra Weaverstyle ring on your scope tube and clamp the Indicator in the ring’s dovetail. Ring not included.
Lets you keep your face on the cheekpiece and see the Indicator. Mil-Spec version is waterproof
for 35 minutes and 1 meter of water.
#100-001-423KX Standard Cosine Indicator....................................................
$129.99
169.99
#100-003-770KX Mil-Spec Cosine Indicator.....................................................
60.00
#093-000-014KX Cosine Indicator Mount........................................................

250 Targets Per Roll!
Sinclair Target-On-A-Roll.....................................................

SINCLAIR PRACTICE TARGETS
This 100 yard practice target will save a lot of trips from the
bench to the target frame. Our 10" x 13" target has 20 official size
100 yard group benchrest targets without the outer two rings.
Competitive benchrest shooters use this kind of target on practice days before big matches since they can only go down range
when the firing line is shut down and safe. The target is printed
on good target stock, so holes form as they do in competition.
The black aiming square is included for practice in heavy mirage.
Good for 17 to 30 caliber rifles for practice and load testing.
Sinclair Benchrest Practice Targets
25 Pack..................................................

ORDERS /
TECH

DATA BOOKS

$299.00
399.00
599.99
589.00

PRECISION RIFLE

Handy data books keep ballistic data at your
finger tips for a complete, detailed, long-term
record of a rifle’s performance. Each ring-binder
has 200 pre-printed pages to document trajectory data for a variety of targeting scenarios.
There are additional pages for range cards, field
sketches, sniper observation logs, and round
counts, plus USMC click/wind charts and a
CD-ROM with an electronic user manual and
300 printable targets. Large - 51/2" x 81/2". Small
- 45/8" x 7". Sniper models have a Coyote tan
nylon, zippered outer cover and include a 3" x 5"
spiral bound note pad and permanent ink pen.
#080-000-893KX 3-Ring Data Book, Large.......................................................
#080-000-894KX 3-Ring Sniper Data Book, Large...........................................
#080-000-895KX 6-Ring Rite-In-The-Rain Data Book, Small.........................
#080-000-896KX 6-Ring Rite-In-Rain Sniper Data Book, Small.....................

$29.99
59.99
49.99
74.99

These 20-round slip-top boxes come in five cartridge sizes. They fit easily into a shirt or jacket
pocket during hunting, and they’re ideal for keeping special loads separate. They also also fit in the
20 round leather holder that highpower shooters
hang on their shooting coat pocket. See-thru plastic
in various color tints, indiciated below.

These targets represent the 100 yard target used
in registered benchrest matches. They are sticky
enough to stay in place in the wind, but are easily
removed. The nice thing is they take up very little
space in your gear box. If you keep them there, you
will always have targets at the range. 250 targets per
roll. At this price, they figure out to about $.05 per
target. Target label size is 3" x 4".

#749-001-059KX

Kestrel 4500 Weather Tracker - Yellow.................................
Kestrel 4500 Weather Tracker w/Blue Tooth - OD..............
Kestrel 4500 Weather Meter w/Horus ATrag Software .....
Kestrel 4500 Weather Meter w/Applied Ballistics Software

MTM SLIP TOP CARTRIDGE BOXES

SINCLAIR TARGET-ON-A-ROLL

#749-001-884KX

#749-008-373KX
#749-101-229KX
#100-011-040KX
#100-015-181KX

$7.99

800-741-0015

$11.95

#749-000-163KX
#749-000-161KX
#749-000-162KX
#749-008-687KX
#749-008-749KX
#749-008-812KX
#749-008-849KX

17 Rem, 222, 223, 222 Mag, 6x47,etc. - Smoke....................
220 Swift, 30-06, 30-30 - Smoke...........................................
22-250, 243, 308, PPC, etc. - Smoke.....................................
300 WSM, 300 Rem SAUM, 45-70 - Clear Red....................
300 WSM, 300 Rem SAUM, 45-70 - Clear Smoke...............
300 Win Mag, 375 H&h, 7mm Rem Mag - Clear Red.........
300 Win Mag, 375 H&h, 7mm Rem Mag - Clear Smoke....

$2.19
2.19
2.19
1.99
1.99
2.50
1.99

MTM AMMO-WALLETS™
The MTM Ammo-Wallets are for hunters who wish to carry
extra rounds in their shirt or jacket pocket. These wallets
hold each cartridge securely and quietly, but they can be
removed quickly when needed. Each Ammo-Wallet holds
9 rounds and has a snap-lok latch to prevent accidental
opening. Integral hinge guaranteed for 1 million open-close
cycles. Available in brown only.

#749-000-803KX
#749-000-806KX

order on
the web:

Small Ammo-Wallet Holds 17 Rem. to 224 Wby Mag. and
30-30 to 7.62 X 39..................................................................
Large Ammo-Wallet Holds 22-250 to 300 Wby. Mag.........

BROWNELLS.COM

$5.99
5.99
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SHOOTING ACCESSORIES
A. RADIANS OUTBACK™ SHOOTING GLASSES
Radians Outback shooting glasses offer impressively clear, distortion-free views of the target
while protecting your eyes from flying debris – at a low enough price that you can afford to have
several pairs. The clear, scratch and impact-resistant polycarbonate lens meets ANSI Z87.1 safety
standards and blocks 99.9% of harmful UVA/B rays. Flexible polymer frame, a rubber nosepiece
and temple tips, plus an adjustable, removable neck cord to help glasses stay securely in place.
#105-000-066KX Radians Outback Shooting Glasses......................................
$6.99

B. OAKLEY STANDARD ISSUE SAFETY
SUNGLASSES
Oakley partnered with Cerakote™ to provide you with durable, mission-critical protective eyewear
in popular Cerakote camo colors. Lenses are made from Plutonite®, one of the most optically pure
materials used in eyewear for clarity and impact resistance while filtering out 100% of all UVA,
UVB, UVC, and harmful blue light up to 400nm. Not a coating, the UV protection is in the lens
material itself. The two lenses are are cut from the curve of a single lens shield, then mounted in
the frame to maintain the original, continuous contour. Unique optic technology maintains visual
clarity at all angles for superb peripheral vision. Lenses meet ANSI Z87.1 standards for impact
resistance. O-MatterTM synthetic polymer frame material is comfortable for all-day wear, while
Three-Point Fit retains the lenses in precise optical alignment. Choose Gascan or Batwolf style,
in the frame/lens colors indicated below.
#105-300-006KX SI Gascan Glasses, Desert Sage/Tungsten............................
$150.00
#105-300-008KX SI Gascan Glasses, Mil-Spec Green/Black............................
150.00
#105-300-007KX SI Gascan Glasses, Mil-Spec Green/Polarized Black...........
200.00
#105-300-009KX SI Gascan Glasses, Cobalt/Black...........................................
150.00
#105-300-010KX SI Batwolf Glasses, Cobalt/Black..........................................
160.00
#105-300-011KX SI Batwolf Glasses, Desert Sage/Tungsten............................
160.00
#105-300-012KX SI Batwolf Glasses, Mil-Spec Green/Black...........................
160.00

C. PYRAMEX SHOOTING EYEWEAR
This shooting glasses “kit” made by Pyramex Safety is licensed by Ducks Unlimited, Inc. and carries their logo. The five high grade polycarbonate anti-fog lenses will help you see better and shoot
better in any light condition. This set comes with a fully adjustable frame, lenses in Clear, Amber,
Orange, Sun Block Bronze, and Vermillion. All lenses exceed ANSI Z87.1 high impact requirements and provide 99% UV Protection. Set comes with a waterproof zipper case, neck lanyard
and a cloth bag for the lenses. This Pyramex kit is the most versatile we’ve found for the price.
#749-004-111KX Pyramex Shooting Eyewear..................................................
$27.99

A

Batwolf
Cobalt/Black

B
Gascan
Desert Sage/
Tungsten

C

HOWARD LEIGHT IMPACT™
SPORT
Impact Sport electronic earmuffs protect your hearing
from hazardous noise, while allowing you to clearly hear
range commands and other ambient sounds. Built-in
directional microphones automatically shut off to keep a
loud impulse noise at a safe 82dB level. Sleek, low-profile
earcups are designed to clear a buttstock. An auxiliary
jack lets you connect an MP3 player, or scanner, while
power and volume are adjusted with a single control
knob. Automatically shuts off after 4 hours to increase
life of the two AAA batteries. NRR 22.

#100-004-644KX
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$53.99

PELTOR TACTICAL SPORT
HEARING PROTECTION
Electronic muffs have ASIC chip technology for exceptionally
effective noise suppression, plus clear, clean, refined audio for
ambient sound. Shutdown of loud impulse noise is lightning
fast but so smooth you'll hardly notice it kicking in. These muffs
amplify ambient sound, have auto shut-off
after two hours, and run on inexpensive,
easy to change (external compartment) AAA
batteries. Ergonomically shaped ear cups give
all-day wear comfort and are contoured for a
good rifle stock weld. Interchangeable orange
and black ear cup covers included. Audio
input port for cell phones, field radios, and
MP3 players, too. NRR 18.
#749-007-646KX Peltor Tactical Sport Hearing Protector...............................
#749-004-335KX Peltor FL6N Audio Input Jack...............................................

$124.99
49.99

APPLIED BALLISTICS FOR LONG RANGE SHOOTING
- 2ND EDITION
Bryan Litz. 578 pages. Hardcover. Chief ballistician for Berger
bullets, Brian explains the fundamentals of long-range ballistics
to help anyone wishing to become an accomplished long-range
shooter. Topics include ballistic coefficients, gravity drop, wind
deflection, uphill/downhill shooting, the Coriolis Effect, spin drift,
effective sight use, and bullet stability, with performance analysis
for hunters, competitive shooters, and tactical/lethality type shooting, all in a reader-friendly writing style so you can develop the
necessary tools to calculate precise trajectories for long-range
shooting. Includes experimentally determined ballistic coefficient
data for over 235 long-range bullets, plus a CD with the Point Mass
Ballistics Solver (Ver. 2.0) software that lets you calculate potential
ballistic coefficients on your computer.
#749-008-863KX Applied Ballistics Second Edition.........................................

$49.95

ACCURACY & PRECISION FOR
LONG RANGE SHOOTING
Bryan Litz. 296 pages. 6" x 9". Hardcover. An extremely detailed
yet practical guide on how to understand and become proficient
at long range marksmanship. Explains hit probability and how
it is affected by range, caliber, bullet choice, and other variables.
The performance of military long range cartridges like the 300
Win Mag and the 338 Lapua is also evaluated with an in-depth
comparison of the two rounds. Book features many easy-to-read
charts, graphs, and illustrations that help to present the data in a
clear, concise manner.

#749-013-771KX
Orange Amber Clear

Impact Sport Electronic Muffs..............................................

Accuracy and Precision For Long Rang Shooting...............

$37.99

Bronze Vermillion
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SINCLAIR 8000 SERIES UNIFORMERS

SINCLAIR STAINLESS STEEL ULTIMATE TRIMMER

The Sinclair 8000 Series Uniformers are
8000 Series Rifle
precision ground from one solid piece of
Kit w/Uniformer
tungsten carbide, so there is no need to
Handle
worry about changing the depth of cut.
These cutters will cut the primer pocket
to a uniform depth and also square the
bottom of the pocket in relationship to the
case head. Uniformers are available in five
sizes, one for large rifle, small rifle and/or
small pistol, large pistol primer pockets,
PPC/BR primer pockets, and BMG primer
pockets. Handle not included with uniformers. The handle (#749-000-607) is sold separately.

We’ve paired the most
accurate trimmer in the
world with our Sinclair
Micrometer head to create the Sinclair Stainless
Ultimate Trimmer. The
Wilson Case Trimmer aligns and holds your
cases square to the cutter during the trim
process. It is accomplished with Wilson’s
unique case holder system which holds the
case by the body taper. The trimmer case
holder, cutter housing, and micrometer
adjustment unit sit in perfect alignment.

#749-003-710KX
#749-003-709KX
#749-003-711KX
#749-003-713KX
#749-006-321KX
#749-001-607KX
SALE

Large Rifle Uniformer, No Handle........................................
Small Rifle/Small Pistol Uniformer, No Handle..................
Large Pistol Uniformer, No Handle......................................
PPC/BR Uniformer - Lapua and Norma Brass Only, No
Handle....................................................................................
50 BMG Uniformer, No Handle............................................
8000 Series Uniformer Handle, Only...................................

$29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
49.99
10.99

Case Prep Xpress makes quick work of
prepping brass, because it includes all the most
popular case prep accessories, driven by a single
high-torque motor — nothing else to buy to get
started. Quick, easy cleanup, just brush all brass
chips into the removable collection pan. Includes:
Inside Deburr (VLD) Tool, Outside Deburr Tool,
Flash Hole Uniformer, Primer Pocket Uniformer
(Large and Small), Primer Pocket Reamer (Large
and Small), Primer Pocket Cleaner (Large and
Small), Case Neck Brushes (.25, .30, .38 and .45 calibers), Case Neck Lube (Mica), Removable Dump
Pan and Clean-up Brush. 125 RPM tool speed. Sale
price valid 6/8/2015 thru 7/13/2015.
Case Prep Xpress, 110 volt....................... SALE! $119.99

$189.99
199.99

RCBS PRIMER POCKET SWAGER BENCH
TOOL

#749-013-580KX

$129.99

The “World’s Finest Trimmer 2” builds on the original WFT
by using a system of interchangeable trim chambers, so
you can trim a variety of cases without having to invest in
a separate trimmer for each one. You purchase the WFT2
trimmer body, then only the chamber insert for each cartridge you need to trim. Swapping chambers is as easy as
loosening two set screws, pushing the chamber out with
a wooden dowel, and inserting the new one. An O-ring
creates a secure press fit (each chamber comes with two
spares). Shaft fits a 1/2" drill chuck. Does not chamfer or deburr the case mouth. See our website
for our complete list of available chambers.
#749-014-410KX World’s Finest Trimmer 2 Body............................................
$69.99

800-741-0015

Sinclair SS Ultimate Trimmer, Only.....................................
Sinclair SS Ultimate Trimmer/Platform Kit.........................

The bench-mounted RCBS Primer Pocket
Swager Tool easily removes military style
primer pocket crimps or staking from
cartridge cases. Featuring a rugged castaluminum body and foam-padded handle,
the tool supports cartridge cases from the
inside with a hardened steel rod, perfectly
aligning the primer pocket with the swager
head. Comes with two steel support rods to fit small and large primer pockets. Slide the case onto
the steel rod, rotate the case down into position in the swager, and operate the handle to complete
the job. Sale price valid 6/8/2015 thru 7/13/2015.

LITTLE CROW GUNWORKS
“WORLD’S FINEST” CASE TRIMMER 2

ORDERS /
TECH

#749-101-020KX
#749-013-151KX
SALE

LYMAN CASE PREP XPRESS™

#749-012-596KX

Our Sinclair Micrometer head allows the reloader to easily adjust trim length in increments of
.001" with an adjustment length of over 2". Determine your trim length, dial to the exact length
on the micrometer, and you’re ready – it’s that simple.

RCBS Primer Pocket Swager Bench Tool...... SALE! $74.99

$82.99

SINCLAIR
CONCENTRICITY GAUGE
The Sinclair Concentricity Gauge is used to
measure runout by rotating the case or loaded
round on two sets of bearings that are captured
in anodized aluminum blocks. This arrangement provides the best support for the cartridge, enabling the user to spin the cartridge
smoothly. Measure fixed cases, sized cases, or
loaded rounds to determine where potential
problems may exist.

Accepts large cases up to and including 50 BMG

#749-007-271KX
#749-007-305KX
#749-007-902KX

order on
the web:

Sinclair Concentricity Gauge - w/o Indicator......................
Sinclair Concentricity Gauge w/.001" Dial Indicator..........
Sinclair Concentricity Gauge w/Digital Indicator...............

BROWNELLS.COM

$89.99
114.99
143.99
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A

B

A. SINCLAIR HEX STYLE BULLET
COMPARATORS
The Sinclair Hex-Style Bullet Comparators are cut with throating reamers to accurately duplicate
the actual throat of a rifle. There are two different models of the Sinclair Comparator to cover six
calibers. Keeps your calipers free for other measurements
#749-002-942KX .224, 6mm, .257, 6.5mm, 7mm, .308....................................
$19.99
19.99
#749-002-933KX .172, .204, .224, .270, .308, and .338.....................................

STARRETT CALIPERS
B. 6" ELECTRONIC CALIPER
Starrett’s 6" electronic calipers are lightweight, ergonomic, smooth and simple to operate. They
shift from inches to millimeters on the fly, shut off automatically after 5 minutes of non use but
retain the last measurement taken. These calipers are perfect for reloading because they are very
easy to use and read. Long battery life, accuracy to .0005", and a very nice see through case.

#749-008-013KX

Starrett 6" Electronic Caliper................................................

$169.99

C. 6" DIAL CALIPER
The only American Made direct reading dial caliper, the Starrett 120 Series 6" caliper is reliable and
accurate. Hardened, satin finished stainless steel construction, sharp graduations on the slide bar,
lock screw on the bezel to hold “0” calibration and .100" per dial revolution make this caliper perfect for reloading measurements. Depth rod measuring and inside/outside functions are included.
This is a quality instrument, built for a lifetime of use. Comes with a deluxe Starrett padded case.
Made in the USA.

#749-008-030KX

Starrett Caliper.......................................................................

REDDING TYPE-S MATCH DIE
SETS
Each set includes a Competition Bullet Seater die and
Redding’s Type S Full-Length Bushing Sizing Die that
sizes the full length of the case and lets you control case neck tension at the same time. These dies
use the same bushings as Redding Competition Neck
Sizing Dies (bushing not included) and have an adjustable decapping rod that allows you to size all or a
portion of the neck, giving you excellent control over
neck tension. The decapping rod comes with a standard expander ball and a decapping pin retainer.
See our website for complete offering.

ITEM #
#749-007-899KX
#749-007-895KX
#749-007-894KX
#749-008-119KX
#749-007-896KX
#749-008-200KX
#749-011-225KX
#749-007-885KX
#749-007-879KX
#749-007-886KX
#749-007-887KX
#749-008-204KX
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CARTRIDGE
223 Remington
6mm PPC USA
6mm BR Rem. (Norma BR)
6mm/284 Win.
260 Remington
6.5x47 Lapua
6.5 Creedmoor
7mm Rem. Mag.
308 Winchester
30-06 Springfield
300 Win. Mag.
338 Lapua Mag.

$189.99

C

SALE

SINCLAIR PRIMING TOOL

The Sinclair Priming Tool is one of
the finest tools we manufacture. Handloaders
around the world have told us “this is the best
priming tool in the world”. The Sinclair Priming
Tool is manufactured from the finest materials available. The main body, head, and punch
housings are all made of stainless steel, the
handle is machined from aircraft grade aluminum, and the pins and pushrod are hardened.
These materials insure the owner a lifetime of
trouble-free use.
The Sinclair Priming Tool comes complete with housings and punches for both large and small
primers. The tool head utilizes Sinclair Priming Tool shellholders (sold separately) and locks the
case head square to the priming punch. The leverage of the tool is outstanding, yet extremely
sensitive so you can feel the primer entering the primer pocket and bottoming out. Our tool is
made for single feeding of primers.
Our tool is expensive but made with consideration for quality and to provide the user with a wellmade tool that will last a lifetime and more. There are no plastic parts to wear or break. If you
would prefer a less expensive tool, we recommend one of the models below and on the next page.
Additional priming tool heads are listed below for those wanting an extra head so they can leave
their favorite shellholders installed. Sale price valid 6/8/2015 thru 7/13/2015.
#749-007-603KX Sinclair Priming Tool, w/o Shellholder......... SALE! $99.99
$119.99
#749-002-925KX Additional Priming Tool Heads (Optional)..............................
18.95
9.95
#749-001-152KX Priming Tool Soft Case...............................................................
19.99
#749-013-845KX Priming Tool Head #1 for 222/223............................................
19.99
#749-013-846KX Priming Tool Head #2 for 22 PPC/6mm PPC...........................
19.99
#749-013-847KX Priming Tool Head #3 for BR/243/6.5mm................................
19.99
#749-013-848KX Priming Tool Head #4 for Belted Magnums/WSM..................
19.99
#749-008-846KX Priming Tool Head #7 for 338 Lapua/378 Wby........................
19.99
#749-008-852KX Priming Tool Head #8 for 408 Cheytac/505 Gibbs...................

Type “S” Match
Full Length Die Set

HORNADY LOCK-N-LOAD™ OAL GAUGE

PRICE
$153.99
153.99
153.99
179.99
153.99
224.99
224.99
153.99
153.99
153.99
153.99
224.99

The Hornady Lock-N-Load OAL Gauge measures the overall length for a particular
bullet. It lets you periodically check the throat erosion of a rifle barrel, and it’s great for checking out
used rifles. Using a specially modified cartridge
case (sold separately – 60+ different cases available, see our website) to hold the bullet, insert
the tool into the chamber of the rifle, push the
bullet up against the rifling, and lock the setting
so the tool can be removed from the rifle. Then
measure across the base of the cartridge and the
top of the bullet with your dial calipers (use of a
bullet comparator at this time is highly recommended – sold separately) to obtain the OAL. If
you want to check another type of bullet, insert the
new bullet into the tool and repeat the steps. Two
models are available, one for bolt-action and single
shot rifles, and a curved model for autoloaders and
most lever actions (except Winchester ’94). Both use the same modified cases, and both will work
on AR-15 type rifles.
#829-200-000KX Hornady Lock-N-Load OAL Gauge w/o Case......................
$31.99
#829-200-001KX Hornady L-N-L OAL Gauge for Semi-Auto w/o Case
(Curved Model).....................................................................
41.99

SERIOUS ABOUT FIREARMS SINCE 1939

OFFICE /
TECH

641-623-5401

RELOADING
L.E. WILSON RIFLE CARTRIDGE CASE GAGES
L.E. Wilson gages come in two styles: One-piece Regular Style gage will check overall length to indicate a need for trimming and datum to head length to ensure correct headspace to prevent oversizing; Adjustable Style is for belted magnums.

Cartridge Case Gage - Regular $26.99
ITEM #
#749-003-989KX
#749-003-982KX
#749-003-979KX
#749-003-978KX
#749-003-965KX
#749-003-943KX
#749-003-956KX
#749-003-976KX
#749-003-970KX
#749-003-983KX
#749-003-971KX
#749-003-988KX

CARTRIDGE
223 Remington
22-250 Remington
243 Winchester
6 PPC (Custom)
260 Remington
6.5 x 55
6.5 Grendel
6.5x47 Lapua
270 Winchester
30-06
300 WSM
308 Winchester

Purchase must be made by
June 30, 2015; rebate must
be submitted by July 31, 2015.

Get the RCBS® reloading gear you need, and earn cash back! Reloaders who purchase $50 of RCBS tools
and accessories can receive a $10 rebate, or those who buy $300 in RCBS products can get $50!
See our rebates section on our website for details.

This heavy-duty press has innovative features that make it one of the best
reloading presses for threaded dies on the market. The design includes: 1)
Snap-in, snap-out die change system that make die swapping a two-second
operation, 2) Automatic self-acting shellholder that supports the case with
spring-loaded jaws, 3) Spent primer catcher that collects the dead primers
and carbon gunk in a container.
#749-008-316KX Forster Co-Ax Reloading Press........................ $299.99
Forster Cross Bolt Lock Ring...........................

REDDING T-7 TURRET
RELOADING PRESS
The T-7 Turret Press features a seven station turret head, cast
iron construction, and powerful compound linkage. Its rear
casting supports the rock-solid turret for precise alignment. The
rugged 1" diameter ram accepts standard 7⁄8"-14 dies, including
longer Competition dies. Purchase additional interchangeable
turret heads so you can have a turret fitted with the dies for
every cartridge you load - then just swap turrets to set up for a
different load. Handy Automatic Primer Feed Assembly
also available separately.

#749-008-321KX

Redding T-7 Turret Press...........

$299.99

#749-006-610KX

Additional Redding T-7
Turret Head.................................

69.99

#749-005-480KX

Automatic Primer Feed
Assembly.....................................

44.99

ORDERS /
TECH

The Chargemaster Scale and Chargemaster Automatic Powder Dispenser
form a powder dispensing system that’s fast and accurate. Accurately
weighs and dispenses all extruded (stick), ball (spherical),
and flake smokeless powder from 2 to 300 grains +/- 0.1
grain. For use with smokeless powder only, not to be used
with black powder. On-board memory lets you store up to
30 of your favorite loads. The front to back layout allows
easy access to the scale for right or left-handed users. Powder
drain feature allows easy emptying of the powder hopper.
#749-008-386KX Chargemaster Combo,
110V.................................... $349.99
#749-008-398KX Chargemaster Combo,
220V....................................
379.99
#749-008-183KX Chargemaster Powder
Dispenser, Only..................
209.99

RELOAD AND SAVE!

FORSTER CO-AX
RELOADING PRESS

#749-000-312KX

RCBS CHARGEMASTER™ DISPENSER/
SCALE COMBO

800-741-0015

4.99

GEMPRO™-250 DIGITAL PRECISION SCALE
Delivers super-fine accuracy to .02 grain and a
771.72 grain capacity for consistent readings in six
output modes: grains, ounces, grams, carats, pennyweights, and troy ounces. Features include with
adjustable stabilization feet, full tare capabilities, and
three calibration settings: pre-calibration, sensitivity (or standard) calibration, and linear calibration.
Runs with a supplied AC wall adapter or four AAA
batteries (not included), and can be programmed
for automatic shut-off to save power or steady on
until you hit the off button. Includes a stainless steel
circular tray, plastic scoop/bowl with pour lip, plastic
tweezers, bubble level, a 20g test weight, and instructions. Dimensions: 5¼" long, 3¾" wide, and 2½" high
with cover.
#100-013-600KX GemPro-250 Precision Scale.................................................

$149.99

HARRELL CLASSIC CULVER
MEASURE
This is the top-of-the-line Harrell powder measure, and there is probably no
finer Culver style powder measure available. The Classic features Harrell’s
double roller bearing construction, polished and nickel plated main body,
green anodized top and bottom sections which screw off and large 16 oz.
powder bottle threads. This measure throws from 6 to 120 grains and comes
with two four inch drop tubes and one 16 oz. plugged powder bottle. This
is a great looking, accurate, durable and long lasting measure any reloader
would be proud to own.
#749-008-396KX Harrell Classic Culver Powder Measure
.......................................................................... $359.99

order on
the web:

BROWNELLS.COM
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RELOADING
A. NORMA BRASS

THUMLER’S MODEL “B” ROTARY TUMBLER AND
STAINLESS STEEL MEDIA
Thumler’s heavy-duty Model
“B” tumbler has a large-capacity
drum that easily handles up to
15 lbs. of material for high-volume runs to help you clean a
lot of brass fast. Stainless steel
pin media does an exceptional
job of cleaning heavily tarnished
cases, both inside and outside—
including the primer pockets.
Never wears out, doesn’t need to
be “renewed” like treated organic
media, and won’t harm the brass.
Stainless steel media (5 lbs.) also
available separately. A favorite of serious reloaders.
#749-012-773KX Model B Tumbler 110V, w/SS Media....................................
#749-012-602KX Stainless Steel Media, 5 lbs....................................................
#749-012-607KX Model B Tumbler 110V, Only................................................

SALE

Norma Brass provides the serious reloader a premium grade, quality cartridge to reload. Norma
Brass is bulk packed from the same lot. Norma Brass is made to such exact standards that the
cartridges typically include machined case heads, drilled (not punched) flash holes and close
tolerance wall thickness.

SAVE when
you buy as
a kit!

$229.99
49.99
189.99

Lyman’s 1200 Pro is a great tumbler at an entry-level
price, with an added bonus: it comes with a built-in sifter lid
for quick and easy media separation, so it saves you the cost
of buying a separate sifter. Heavy duty, thermally protected
motor runs smooth and quiet. Holds 2 lbs. of media and cleans
up to 350 .38 Special cases per cycle. Sale price valid 6/8/2015
thru 7/13/2015.

#749-012-456KX

Lyman 1200 Pro Tumbler,
115V.........................................

$57.99

Lyman 1200 Pro Tumbler,
230V.........................................

80.99

SALE! $49.99

#100-010-315KX
#100-010-316KX
#749-009-771KX
#749-009-812KX
#749-009-774KX
#749-009-781KX
#749-009-778KX
#749-009-777KX
#749-009-783KX
#749-009-818KX
#749-009-789KX
#749-009-791KX
#749-009-418KX
#100-014-804KX

Many shooters have found Lapua brass to be
among the brass available. The Lapua 220
Russian is used almost exclusively by competitive benchrest shooters to make 22 and 6mm
PPC cases. The 6mm BR Lapua brass is a
favorite among benchrest shooters. Packaged
in plastic cases of 100.

#749-006-572KX
#749-007-525KX
#749-009-974KX
#749-007-270KX
#749-012-558KX
#749-007-611KX
#749-007-672KX
#749-006-993KX
#749-009-975KX
#749-007-657KX
#749-101-230KX
#749-101-231KX
#749-000-173KX
#749-101-232KX
#749-101-235KX
#749-013-827KX

20

CARTRIDGE
Rifle Cartridge
223 Remington
220 Russian (for PPC)
22-250 Remington
6mm BR Norma
260 Remington
6.5 Grendel
6.5 x 47 Lapua
308 Winchester
308 Win Palma
30-06 Springfield
7.62x39
7.62x53R/54R
338 Lapua Mag.
Pistol Cartridge
32 S&W Long
9mm Luger
9mm Luger

COUNT
100
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
100

PRICE
$93.99
25.99
31.99
33.99
29.99
43.99
68.99
57.99
45.99
82.99
57.99
235.99

B. HORNADY UNPRIMED BRASS

ITEM #

LAPUA BRASS

ITEM #

CALIBER
222 Remington
6mm Norma BR
260 Remington
6.5 Carcano
7.62x53R
300 H&H Mag
338 Lapua Mag
338 Norma Mag
375 H&H Mag
416 Rigby
458 Winchester Mag
338 Lapua Mag

Hornady unprimed brass features tight tolerances, uniform concentricity, consistent weight and
capacity. Their manufacturing processes ensure consistent bullet seating and uniform bullet
release for optimal velocity and accuracy. Target shooters insist on uniform case wall thickness
and tight tolerances. Hornady delivers this by treating brass as the foundation for an accurate
cartridge, not as a commodity.

LYMAN 1200 PRO TUMBLER

#749-012-455KX

ITEM #
#749-007-348KX
#100-010-807KX
#100-010-814KX
#100-010-811KX
#100-010-826KX
#100-010-829KX
#100-010-834KX
#100-010-835KX
#100-010-839KX
#100-010-840KX
#100-010-842KX
#749-008-242KX

CARTRIDGE
17 Hornet
222 Rem
223 Rem
6.5 Creedmoor
30 TC
308 Win Match™
30-06 Springfield
300 Win Mag
338 Lapua
9.3x74R
404 Jeffery
416 Rigby
416 Remington
50 BMG

1 BOX OR
COUNT MORE EA.
Rifle
50/box
$28.49
50/box
28.49
50/box
23.99
50/box
37.99
50/box
38.99
50/box
34.49
50/box
38.99
50/box
46.49
20/box
49.99
20/box
27.99
20/box
42.49
20/box
39.49
50/box
50.99
20/box
102.99

5 BOXES OR
MORE EA.
$27.49
24.99
22.99
32.49
33.49
32.49
33.49
43.49
43.99
25.99
34.49
37.49
48.99
—

C. HORNADY A-MAX RIFLE BULLETS
COUNT

PRICE

100/box
100/box
100/box
100/box
100/box
100/box
100/box
100/box
100/box
100/box
100/box
100/box
100/box

$59.99
109.99
94.99
89.99
109.49
104.99
109.99
74.99
81.99
109.99
59.99
109.99
257.99

1,000/box
100/box
1,000/box

229.99
30.99
309.99

The A-Max® bullet is the result of more than half a century of studying bullet performance. Every
aspect of accuracy has been designed into the A-Max® from its ultra-low drag polymer tip to the
secant ogive profile, the swaged lead core, and the angle of the boattail, the A-Max® bullet is engineered for extreme accuracy.

ITEM #
#749-002-717KX
#749-009-719KX
#749-003-270KX
#749-003-833KX
#749-009-759KX
#749-004-146KX
#749-004-351KX
#749-004-402KX
#749-005-649KX

SERIOUS ABOUT FIREARMS SINCE 1939

WEIGHT
TYPE
22 (.224")
52 gr.
A-Max
75 gr.
A-MAX
6mm (.243")
105 gr.
A-Max (1:9 Twist)
6.5mm (.264")
120 gr.
A-Max
123 gr.
A-Max
30 (.308")
155 gr.
A-Max
168 gr.
A-Max
178 gr.
A-Max
50 (.510")
750 gr.
A-MAX UHC

OFFICE /
TECH

COUNT PRICE
100/box
600/box

$18.99
103.99

100/box

22.99

100/box
100/box

25.99
25.99

100/box
100/box
100/box

28.49
29.99
30.49

20/box

44.49

641-623-5401

RELOADING
E

B

A

C

F
D

SALE

D. SIERRA BULLETS 500 COUNT
BULK PACKS Sale price valid 6/8/2015 thru 7/13/2015.
ITEM #

WEIGHT
22 (.224")
#749-007-273KX
53 gr.
#749-007-472KX
69 gr.
#749-007-661KX
77 gr.
#749-007-663KX
80 gr.
#749-007-920KX
90 gr.
6mm/243 (.243")
#749-011-440KX
95 gr.
#749-007-845KX
107 gr.
6.5mm/264 (.264")
#749-007-824KX
120 gr.
#749-008-025KX
123 gr.
#749-008-085KX
142 gr.
30 (.308")
#749-007-995KX
155 gr.
#749-008-024KX
155 gr.
#749-007-997KX
168 gr.
#749-008-087KX
190 gr.
#749-008-248KX
210 gr.
#749-008-149KX
220 gr.
#749-008-250KX
240 gr.
338 (.338")
#749-008-320KX
250 gr.
#749-008-323KX
300 gr.

TYPE

F. BERGER BULLETS
PRICE

HP Match
HPBT Match
HPBT (MK)
HPBT (MK)
HPBT (MK)

$99.99
109.99
127.99
127.99
161.99

HPBT Match
HPBT Match

139.99
149.99

HPBT Match
HPBT Match
HPBT Match

142.99
176.99
181.99

HPBT Match
HPBT Match (Palma)
HPBT Match
HPBT Match
HPBT (MK)
HPBT Match
HPBT (MK)

167.99
174.99
167.99
184.99
264.99
214.99
271.99

HPBT Match
HPBT (MK)

299.99
314.99

Berger Bullets are known for their accuracy, consistency, and performance. All Berger Bullets are
made with J-4 bullet jackets, the same jackets that are used by almost all custom bullet makers and
shooters who make their own bullets. Match Hybrid Target bullets have a tangent ogive nose for
an exceptionally high ballistic coefficient, and they’re less sensitive to seating depth. Larger bulk
quantities of 500 and 1,000 count available on our website.

ITEM #
#749-003-628KX
#749-003-639KX
#749-004-132KX
#749-004-121KX
#749-004-128KX
#749-101-073KX
#749-004-122KX
#749-004-505KX
#749-005-332KX
#749-004-422KX
#749-004-417KX
#749-005-005KX
#749-005-167KX
#749-005-243KX
#749-005-246KX
#749-005-237KX
#749-005-578KX
#749-013-140KX
#749-005-575KX
#749-005-757KX
#749-005-714KX
#749-005-704KX
#749-005-682KX
#749-005-717KX
#749-005-713KX

E. NOSLER CUSTOM COMPETITION BULLETS
In 100-count boxes. Larger bulk quantities of 200 and 1,000 count available on our website.

ITEM #
#749-002-972KX
#749-003-139KX
#749-003-630KX
#749-003-718KX
#749-003-735KX
#749-003-832KX
#749-004-134KX
#749-004-135KX
#749-004-308KX

ORDERS /
TECH

CALIBER
22 (.224")
22 (.224")
22 (.224")
22 (.224")
6mm (.243")
6.5mm (.264")
30 (.308")
30 (.308")
30 (.308")

WEIGHT
52 gr.
69 gr.
77 gr.
80 gr.
105 gr.
140 gr.
155 gr.
168 gr.
175 gr.

800-741-0015

TYPE
HPBT
HPBT
HPBT
HPBT
HPBT
HPBT
HPBT
HPBT
HPBT

PRICE
$20.99
23.99
26.49
27.49
27.99
28.49
30.99
30.99
31.99

#749-101-075KX

WEIGHT
TYPE
COUNT PRICE
22 (.224")
52 gr.
Match Target
100/box
$26.49
55 gr.
Match Target
100/box
27.49
70 gr.
Match Target VLD
100/box
30.99
73 gr.
Match Target BT
100/box
30.49
80 gr.
Match Target VLD
100/box
30.99
80.5 gr. Match Target FB
100/box
32.99
82 gr.
Match Target BT
100/box
31.99
90 gr.
Match Target VLD
100/box
35.99
6mm (.243")
105 gr. Match Target BT
100/box
40.99
105 gr. Match Target VLD
100/box
34.99
108 gr. Match Target BT
100/box
36.99
115 gr. Match Target VLD
100/box
41.49
6.5mm (.264")
120 gr. Match Target BT
100/box
46.49
130 gr. Match Target VLD
100/box
44.99
140 gr. Match Target BT
100/box
45.49
30 (.308")
115 gr. Match Target FB
100/box
42.99
155 gr. Match Target VLD
100/box
47.99
155 gr. Match Hybrid Target
100/box
48.49
155.5 gr. Match Target BT Fullbore 100/box
45.99
175 gr. Match Target BT
100/box
49.99
175 gr. Match Target VLD
100/box
49.99
185 gr. Match Target BT
100/box
49.99
185 gr. Match Target VLD
100/box
49.99
210 gr. Match Target BT
100/box
53.99
210 gr. Match Target VLD
100/box
51.99
338 (.338")
300 gr. Match Hybrid Target
250/box
177.00

BR Column bullet weights vary from lot to lot due to variances in jacket thickness,
which determines core weight and balance. Actual finish weight is printed on each box.

*

order on
the web:

BROWNELLS.COM
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RELOADING & AMMUNITION
SALE

WINCHESTER
PRIMERS

SALE

Winchester primers give instant, hot ignition and are
easy to seat into primer pockets. Preferred by many
hunters and competitors for their ability to maintain
stability in temperature and humidity extremes.
1,000 primers per box. Larger bulk quantities available on our website. Sale price valid 6/8/2015
thru 7/13/2015.

ITEM #
#749-004-527KX
#749-004-526KX
#749-004-645KX
#749-004-532KX
#749-004-533KX

DESCRIPTION
Small Rifle
Large Rifle
Large Rifle Mag
Small Pistol
Large Pistol

EACH
$34.99
34.99
34.99
34.99
34.99

SALE
$29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99

LAPUA SCENAR AMMUNITION
Used by competitive shooters worldwide, the Scenar
bullet is an extremely accurate hollow-point, boattail bullet with high ballistic coefficient for maximum velocity retention. Now it's combined with
precision-made Lapua cases for unmatched quality
and record-setting accuracy. Advanced metallurgical research and manufacturing techniques ensure
Lapua brass meets exact tolerances, uniformity and
quality. For the elite target shooting community
around the world, the Lapua Scenar Ammunition
offerings symbolize: accuracy, reliability, and consistency.

ITEM #
#749-009-360KX
#749-101-339KX
#749-101-340KX
#749-101-331KX
#749-101-332KX
#749-101-338KX
#749-101-336KX
#749-101-337KX
#749-101-341KX
#749-101-342KX
#749-101-343KX
#749-101-345KX
#749-101-344KX

CARTRIDGE
223 Rem
6mm BR Norma
6mm BR Norma
6.5x47 Lapua
6.5x47 Lapua
6.5x55 Swede
6.5x55 Swede
6.5x55 Swede
308 Win
308 Win
308 Win
338 Lapua Mag
338 Lapua Mag

BULLET WT/TYPE
69 gr Scenar HPBT
90 gr Scenar HPBT
108 gr Scenar HPBT
123 gr Scenar HPBT
139 gr Scenar HPBT
100 gr Scenar HPBT
108 gr Scenar HPBT
123 gr Scenar HPBT
155 gr Scenar HPBT
167 gr Scenar HPBT
185 gr Scenar HPBT
250 gr Scenar HPBT
300 gr Scenar HPBT

COUNT
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
10
10

PRICE
$65.99
75.99
75.99
96.99
96.99
67.99
67.99
67.99
72.99
72.99
72.99
46.99
46.99

22

BULLET WT/TYPE
75 gr BTHP
120 gr A-MAX
140 gr A-MAX
110 gr BTHP
168 gr. A-MAX
155 gr. Palma Match
168 gr. BTHP
168 gr A-MAX
285 gr BT

ITEM #
#749-004-541KX
#749-004-649KX
#749-004-647KX
#749-004-648KX
#749-004-545KX
#749-004-652KX
#749-004-653KX
#749-004-869KX
#749-004-868KX

DESCRIPTION
Small Pistol
Small Pistol Magnum
Large Pistol
Large Pistol Magnum
Small Rifle
Small Rifle (.223 Rem)
Small Rifle Magnum
Large Rifle
Large Rifle Magnum

1 BOX OR
MORE EA
$29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
34.99
34.99

SALE
$26.99
26.99
—
26.99
26.99
—
—
—
—

Applied Ballistics uses Lapua
brass, Berger bullets, and individually-weighed powder charges to craft
precision .308 Winchester rounds tailored for
specific shooting applications. Developed by
ballistician and champion shooter Bryan Litz,
the Fullbore target load is for single-shot,
bolt-action match rifles used in International
Fullbore competition. Its bullet is seated to fit
the 2011 Fullbore and the ‘95 Palma chambers, and it will stay supersonic at 1,000 yards. (Will not
feed through a magazine and produces pressures that may be unsafe in semi-auto rifles.) Tactical
round is for magazine-fed, repeating rifles, and is designed to maximize the accuracy of M118LRclass ammunition at extreme ranges.

BULLET WT/
ITEM #
CARTRIDGE BRAND/LINE
TYPE
COUNT PRICE
#105-000-065KX .308 Winchester Mission Ready 175 gr Berger OTM
20
$47.40
Tactical
#105-000-064KX .308 Winchester Match Ready 155.5 gr Berger
20
48.99
Target
Match Target

TARGET RIFLE AMMUNITION

Every Match cartridge is crafted using Hornady’s
rigorous quality control measures to ensure
proper bullet seating, as well as consistent charges and pressures to deliver optimal velocity
and repeatable accuracy. Loaded with either the
A-MAX® bullet that features an aerodynamic
secant ogive profile and an Ultra-Low Drag™ tip,
or a classic high-performance boat-tail hollow
point (BTHP) bullet, this championship-grade
ammunition is a must-have for your next competition.

CARTRIDGE
223 Rem
6.5 Creedmoor
6.5 Creedmoor
6.8mm SPC
308 Win
308 Win
308 Win
30-06
338 Lapua

Wolf is known for producing hard-working
ammunition that comes through in adverse
conditions. This is due to the quality of the
components they use in their ammo, including
primers that ignite reliably and burn hot. Larger
bulk quantities available on our website. Sale
price valid 6/8/2015 thru 7/13/2015.

ABM AMMO PRECISION RIFLE AMMUNITION

HORNADY MATCH™ RIFLE AMMUNITION

ITEM #
#105-201-197KX
#105-201-260KX
#105-201-261KX
#105-201-259KX
#105-201-233KX
#749-009-876KX
#105-201-236KX
#105-201-249KX
#105-201-282KX

WOLF RIFLE &
PISTOL PRIMERS

High-performance, target-optimized ammunition helps you wring the
maximum performance
out of your target rifle.
This is just a small sampling of the many highend target loads we offer from leading ammo makers.
Please visit our website for our full selection.

COUNT
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

PRICE
$18.99
26.99
26.99
22.99
28.99
31.99
26.99
31.99
86.99

ITEM #
CARTRIDGE BRAND/LINE
#749-009-925KX .223 Remington Nosler Match Grade
#105-202-013KX .223 Remington Remington Premier
Match
#749-009-933KX .223 Remington Nosler Match Grade
#105-201-254KX 5.56mm NATO Hornady Superformance Match
#749-101-544KX .308 Winchester Nosler Match Grade
#105-202-544KX .308 Winchester Winchester Match

SERIOUS ABOUT FIREARMS SINCE 1939

OFFICE /
TECH

BULLET WT/
TYPE
CNT PRICE
60 gr Ballistic Tip
20 $22.99
62 gr Hollow Point 20
29.99
77 gr AccuBond
75 gr. BTHP Match

20
20

22.99
20.99

168 gr Custom
Competition
168 gr BTHP

20

27.99

20

41.99

641-623-5401

AMMUNITION

ASYM PRECISION RIFLE AMMUNITION

SALE

Each ASYM Precision load is tailored for optimum performance in a specific environment
to meet the needs of the most demanding
competitors, law enforcement personnel, and
hunters. High-end bullets from top bullet makers are carefully selected for optimum performance. Brass is inspected before loading on
fully automated equipment guided by fiber
optic sensors to build ammunition of superb
consistency. Every loaded round is chamber
checked and hand inspected to ensure dimensional correctness.

ITEM #
#749-012-351KX
#749-012-352KX
#749-012-349KX
#749-012-350KX
#749-012-354KX
#749-012-353KX
#749-012-355KX

SALE

CARTRIDGE
223 Remington
223 Remington
223 Remington
223 Remington
308 Win
308 Win
308 Win

BULLET WT/TYPE
68 gr. Hornady OTM (BTHP)
70 gr. Barnes Copper TTSX
75 gr. Hornady OTM (BTHP)
77 gr. Sierra Match King BTHP
168 gr. Sierra Match King BTHP
168 gr. Barnes Copper TTSX
175 gr. Sierra Match King BTHP

COUNT PRICE
50
$41.79
50
68.99
50
39.99
50
46.99
20
39.99
20
39.99
20
39.99

FEDERAL MILITARY RIFLE BULK AMMUNITION

Bulk-packed ammunition is first
run, first-quality ammo manufactured at the
Lake City Army Ammunition
Plant to Federal Cartridge
Company specifications for
commercial ammunition. Boxerprimed, reloadable brass case is
headstamped with the Federal
symbol and date of manufacture.
Water-resistant lacquer-sealed
primer. 5.56 x 45mm NATO
available in 55 grain M193 "Ball"
or the M855 (NATO SS109) 62
grain FMJ lead core bullet with a steel "penetrator" tip. Sale price valid 6/8/2015 thru 7/13/2015.

BULLET WT/
ITEM #
CARTRIDGE
TYPE
COUNT
PRICE
#105-000-233KX 5.56mm NATO XM193 55 gr FMJBT 420 in metal ammo can $189.99
(on stripper clips)
$179.99
#105-000-002KX 5.56mm NATO XM855 62 gr FMJBT 420 in metal ammo can
199.99
179.99

ORDERS /
TECH

800-741-0015

BULK AMMO IN
A CAN

Here's a easy, convenient way to
stock up on rifle ammunition.
We've gathered popular loads
used by high-volume "modern
sporting rifle" shooters and
packed it all in a sturdy, re-usable
MTM plastic ammunition can
that makes it easy to carry to the
range. This is high-quality, newproduction, SAAMI-spec ammo ready for practice, competition, or personal defense. The can
has a heavy-duty dual latch, O-ring sealed lid that keeps out moisture and dust, and it's stackable
- ready to protect your ammo from harsh conditions. Sale price valid 6/8/2015 thru 7/13/2015.

BULLET WT/
ITEM #
CARTRIDGE BRAND/LINE
TYPE
CNT PRICE
#105-000-310KX .223 Remington Gorilla
55 gr Sierra
200 $229.99
BlitzKing
$179.99
#105-000-294KX .223 Remington Winchester
55 gr FMJ
400
249.99
219.99
#105-000-340KX .223 Remington Wolf
55 gr FMJ
500
159.99
139.99
#105-000-265KX .300 AAC Blackout PNW Arms
147 gr FMJ
500
399.99
359.99
#105-203-231KX 7.62x39mm
Wolf Polyformance 123 gr FMJ
500
149.99
139.99

SALE

PMC AMMUNITION X-TAC RIFLE
AMMUNITION BATTLE PACKS

X-Tac rifle ammunition has been tried
and tested by military forces and law
enforcement agencies around the world.
It is manufactured to the exacting specifications required by these organizations,
making X-Tac the ammo of choice for
professionals and shooting enthusiasts
alike. Comes in convenient bulk "Battle Packs" with indivdiual boxes sealed inside a plastic sleeve
that keeps the ammo protected from elements until you need it. Sale price valid 6/8/2015 thru
7/13/2015.

ITEM #
#105-000-395KX

CARTRIDGE
5.56mm NATO

BULLET WT/TYPE
55 gr FMJ

COUNT
200

#105-000-396KX

5.56mm NATO

62 gr Penetrator FMJ

120

PRICE
$89.99
$79.99
69.99
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NIGHTFORCE TS-82™

MAGNETOSPEED

BARREL-MOUNTED
CHRONOGRAPH

The MagnetoSpeed V3 chronograph attaches directly to the barrel of your gun, so there’s no
need for tripods, long wires, and bulky readout boxes. The sensor unit houses two electromagnetic sensors that detect the presence of the bullet, then relays the information to the small
display unit. Shot information displayed includes minimum and maximum velocity, average
velocity, standard deviation, extreme spread - even has a rapid-fire mode, capable of calculating rate of fire. Data can be easily transferred from the display unit in spread sheet format
using a micro-SD card. Rugged sensor unit is engineered to stand up to extreme muzzle blast
and recoil yet still deliver accurate readings. Can be used on rifles, pistols, and shotguns with
barrels ½" up to 2" in diameter.

#100-014-631KX

Magnetospeed V3 Chronograph...........................................

$399.99

"works ALL the time, EVERY time"

See All Our Customer Reviews Online!

XTREME HI-DEF™
SPOTTING SCOPE

The TS-82 produces vivid, high-contrast images with razor-sharp resolution and no distortion
from edge to edge – even at the top of its 20-70x magnification range. The 82mm objective lens
ensures exceptional low-light performance, and an internal prism system provides maximum light
transmission, unlike mirrors that can absorb critical light. Lens is ground from high-grade APO
(apochromatic) fluorite glass for exceptionally true, brilliant color. Nightforce’s proprietary coatings – same as used on their rifle scopes – result in superb contrast and brightness, and images stay
crisp and clean with an additional hydrophobic coating that repels fingerprints and smudges and
immediately sheds water without leaving residue. Large center focus ring is precise, comfortable,
and fast, even while wearing gloves. Waterproof aluminum body provides outstanding strength
and thermal stability. Adapters (sold separately on website) let you attach an iPhone, centering the
lens over the eyepiece to capture high-resolution photos of wildlife, birds or other faraway objects.
Straight model is 16.4" OAL. Angled is 15.9" OAL. Eye relief: 18mm. 67 oz. approx. wt.
#100-012-587KX TS-82 Spotting Scope - Straight Eyepiece............................
$2653.00
2653.00
#100-012-588KX TS-82 Spotting Scope - Angled Eyepiece.............................
588.00
#524-000-173KX TS-82 20-70x Eyepiece..........................................................
588.00
#524-000-174KX TS-82 30-60x Wide Angle Eyepiece......................................

ACCURATE POWDER LT-32 RIFLE POWDER
"top grade",
"has been flawless",
"Accuracy is great
and it is super clean"

Formulated to give the same legendary performance as the old IMR 8208/T-322 mil surplus powder,
LT-32 ideal for short-range benchrest cartridges like the 6mm PPC and 6mm BR, as well as .223
Rem and 5.56x45 NATO. It's even manufactured in the same plant and on the same machinery as
the original T-322. An extruded powder with extremely fine kernels that measure like a ball powder,
LT-32 gives high velocities and extreme consistency with very low standard deviation.

#100-011-647KX
#100-011-648KX

Accurate LT-32 - 1 lb..........................................................................
Accurate LT-32 - 8 lb..........................................................................

$26.99
219.99

